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Executive Summary 
 

A Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment was triggered by the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act for 

the East Don Trail Project in the City of Toronto.  The study area is located on Lot 1 Concession III East 

of Yonge, Lots 1, 2, and 3 Concession IV East of Yonge, and Lots 2 through 10 Concession III Fronting 

the Bay in the historic Township of York, York County.   This Environmental Assessment is a joint 

venture between the City of Toronto and Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA), the aim of 

which is to identify a possible multi-use trail route in the East Don River valleylands.  The proposed trail 

would connect with the existing trail network from the north end of Charles Sauriol Conservation Area to 

the Gatineau Trail and the Lower Don Trail system.  In addition to providing a key connection, this trail 

would also provide safe access to nature and recreation opportunities for the public, and serve as a 

transportation corridor for cyclists. The East Don Trail project will be undertaken through the planning 

and design process prescribed in Environmental Assessment Act.   

 

The objectives of this study are to provide information about the property’s geography, history, previous 

archaeological fieldwork and current land condition in order to evaluate the property’s potential to contain 

cultural heritage resources that might be impacted by the modifications proposed in the EA.  The study 

area is located within the East Don valleylands bounded to the north by the Canadian Pacific Railway 

(CPR) rail line, to the east by a number of subdivisions, to the south by Don Mills Road and a 

subdivision, and to the west by the Don Valley Parkway (DVP). The study area measures approximately 

150 hectares and is located on City of Toronto, TRCA, Hydro One, Go Transit, Flemingdon Golf Course, 

and commercial/residential property .  As no property inspection was to be conducted as part of this 

assessment, permission to enter the property was not required. 

 

While the study area has not been subjected to heavy disturbances, the adjacent area consists of a mid 

twentieth century subdivision, a major highway and valleylands.  These areas demonstrate long term 

impacts of urban development and consequently, it is possible that evidence of previous settlements have 

been impacted by these developments and natural changes. 

 

In light of these results, the following recommendations are made: 

 

- A Stage 2 archaeological assessment is required in all of the areas identified as holding potential  

prior to any ground disturbing activities within the boundaries of the study area.   

 

o In specific reference to the East Don Trail project, a Stage 2 archaeological assessment 

will be required for the preferred alternative trail alignment, as well as any staging areas, 

temporary access roads, and other areas of potential construction impact, prior to the 

finalization of the detailed design and construction of the trail. 

 

- Future areas determined for construction that are not covered by this Stage 1 archaeological 

assessment such as staging areas, temporary access roads, etc., should also be subject to a Stage 

1, and if recommended, a Stage 2 archaeological assessment. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT CONTEXT 

1.1 Development Context  

A Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment was triggered by the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act for 

the East Don Trail Project in the City of Toronto (Maps 1 and 2).  The study area is located on Lot 1 

Concession III East of Yonge, Lots 1, 2, and 3 Concession IV East of Yonge, and Lots 2 through 10 

Concession III Fronting the Bay in the historic Township of York, York County.   This Environmental 

Assessment is a joint venture between the City of Toronto and Toronto and Region Conservation 

Authority (TRCA), the aim of which is to identify a possible multi-use trail route in the East Don River 

valleylands.  The proposed trail would connect with the existing trail network from the north end of 

Charles Sauriol Conservation Area to the Gatineau Trail and the Lower Don Trail system.  In addition to 

providing a key connection, this trail would also provide safe access to nature and recreation opportunities 

for the public, and serve as a transportation corridor for cyclists. The East Don Trail project will be 

undertaken through the planning and design process prescribed in Environmental Assessment Act.   

 

The objectives of this study are to provide information about the property’s geography, history, previous 

archaeological fieldwork and current land condition in order to evaluate the property’s potential to contain 

cultural heritage resources that might be impacted by the modifications proposed in the EA.  The study 

area is located within the East Don valleylands bounded to the north by the Canadian Pacific Railway 

(CPR) rail line, to the east by a number of subdivisions, to the south by Don Mills Road and a 

subdivision, and to the west by the Don Valley Parkway (DVP). The study area measures approximately 

150 hectares and is located on City of Toronto, TRCA, Hydro One, Go Transit, Flemingdon Golf Course, 

and commercial/residential property (Map 3).   

 

As no property inspection was to be conducted as part of this assessment, permission to enter the property 

was not required. 

2.0 BACKGROUND 

 

Following the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists set by the Ministry of Tourism, 

Culture and Sport (MTCS 2011), the background study conducted for this report includes the following 

research information and sources: 

 the most current list of archaeological sites from the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport’s 

archaeological sites database for the presence of sites in the project area and sites within a one 

kilometre radius of the project area 

 reports of previous archaeological field work within a radius of 50 metres around the property 

 topographic maps at 1:10,000 (recent and historical) or the most detailed scale available 

 historic settlement maps and atlases 

 known archaeological management plans or other archaeological potential mapping 

 aerial photography (both recent and historical) 

 title deeds and other land registry documents 

 historical land use and ownership records including assessment rolls, census records and 

commercial directories 

 organizations with oral or written information about the land use of the property and area 

 secondary historical document sources such as local and regional histories and academic research 

 known built heritage resources within a one kilometre radius of the project area 
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The background investigation for the study area encompasses the historical and cultural contexts of the 

people who lived both within and adjacent to the study area boundaries.  Archival research of historic and 

modern heritage documents was conducted using available resources through the Toronto Archives, 

Ontario Archives and various internet genealogical resources to provide a detailed synopsis of 

EuroCanadian/ Settlement period families on these properties.  Relevant heritage documents accessed for 

this study included nineteenth century surveyor’s maps and land abstracts for each property.  Secondary 

sources that document the settlement of York Township and East York, Todmorden Village, and the 

surrounding area were also reviewed.   

 

In addition to archival research, a review of documented nineteenth and twentieth century property 

alterations within the study area provides the means to evaluate the potential for cultural heritage 

resources and landscapes to remain intact within undisturbed pockets of these properties.  Despite the 

level of archaeological potential evaluated through the modelling process, the potential for encountering 

intact resources is often mitigated by the degree of modern development and construction activities, 

largely in urban and near urban settings. 

 

Detailed archival research into historic and modern heritage documents was conducted as a component of 

this study and is presented in Section 2.1.   

2.1 Historical Context 

The project area is located within the Don River Watershed on Lot 1 Concession III East of Yonge, Lots 

1, 2, and 3 Concession IV East of Yonge, and Lots 2 through 10 Concession III Fronting the Bay in the 

historic Township of York, York County.   Archival research into historic and modern heritage 

documents was conducted as a component of this study.  A brief historical overview of the historic 

environment is provided below, following which an in depth review of the local area historical context is 

detailed.  

2.1.1 Overview of Historic Environment 

Prehistoric Environment 

Located within both the Iroquois Plain and the South Slope physiographic regions (Chapman and Putnam 

1984:190), the former shoreline of Glacial Lake Iroquois is situated approximately 8 kilometres north, or 

inland, of the existing shoreline (Map 4).  Lake Iroquois was formed before 12,000 BP (before present) as 

the Ontario lobe of the Wisconsin glacier retreated from the Lake Ontario basin.  Isostatic uplift of its 

outlet, combined with blockage of subsequent lower outlets by glacial ice, produced a water plain 

substantially higher than modern Lake Ontario.  Waterlaid sediments that are free of stones and have a 

very level topography, evident within the Iroquois Plain physiographic region, are typical of beach 

deposits laid down in shallow waters (Chapman and Putnam 1984:61, Karrow and Warner 1990:7).  The 

South Slope is the southern slope of the Oak Ridges Moraine, and the underlying geological material is 

comprised of both sandy and clay till (Chapman and Putnam 1984:173).  The topography of this 

physiographic region generally slopes south toward Lake Ontario, though the rivers that bisect the South 

Slope, including the Don River, have deep cut valleys (Chapman and Putnam 1984:173). 

 

By 10,000 years ago Early Lake Ontario was considerably smaller than the earlier Lake Iroquois.  This 

low water phase began around 11,400 BP when the St. Lawrence River outlet became established.  

Climatic changes during the Holocene were the result of “interplay of movements of continental cyclonic 

weather systems, fluctuating Great Lakes levels and associated climatic influences, and site-specific 

microclimate regimes" (Karrow and Warner 1990:35).  Changes in forest composition reflect these 

climatic changes.  During the Early Holocene ameliorating winters and warm, dry summers that were 
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longer and warmer than present resulted in changes in the landscape in southern Ontario from treeless 

tundra to spruce forest by ca. 10,000 BP (Karrow and Warner 1990:33-35).   

 

After 10,000 BP a gradual increase in atmospheric humidity in conjunction with warm summers led to the 

replacement of spruce forests by jack pine which were dominant between 9800 and 8500 BP but were 

replaced by white pine by 8000 BP, suggesting a gradual increase in humidity and a continuation of hot 

summers.  These forests would have been similar to, although not directly analogous with a modern 

boreal forest, insofar as a variety of hardwood and mast trees such as oak were present.  In this relatively 

open boreal forest, subsistence resources were probably woodland caribou and/or elk, moose, beaver, hare 

and fish (Dibb 2004:126; Lennox 2002:8).  With the exception of a mid-Holocene warm/dry period 

between 6000 and 3000 years ago (Yu and McAndrews 1994:151), after ca. 7500 years ago the southern 

Ontario climate shifted from deglacial to postglacial (Yu 2003:387), and experienced an essentially 

modern but slightly drier climate.  Mixed coniferous-deciduous forest dominated the region.  Subsistence 

resources at this time likely included a wide variety of aquatic animals, as well as waterfowl attracted to 

the riverine and marsh environment.  Deer, fish, beaver, hare, duck and turtle as well as seasonal plants 

such as berries, sedges and nut trees were all possible food items established at this time (Ellis et al. 

1990:111-114; Jamieson 2002:31; Ritchie 1994:34).  Sand plains were rich in nut bearing trees such as 

oak, hickory, chestnut, walnut and beech. 

 

Historical Environment 

The Don River watershed covers 360 square kilometres in size.  The river itself measures 38 kilometres in 

length and is comprised of two main branches, the East Don River and the West Don River.  A number of 

tributaries branch off from each arm of the Don River, providing a network of watercourses throughout 

the watershed.  The two main branches of the Don River converge at what has become known as the 

Forks of the Don, located approximately eight kilometers north of Lake Ontario and at the south end of 

the current study area.  At the time of European arrival to the Toronto area, there existed a path 

connecting the Don River to the Humber River.  This path linked the Don River to the Toronto Carrying 

Place, a travel and trade route utilized by First Nations that connected the Toronto area north to the 

Holland River and beyond to the upper lakes.  As a result, the Don River was utilized by First Nations as 

both a major corridor for travel and as an excellent source of food.   

 

The Don River valleylands were known for its steep, picturesque banks overlooking lush flood plains and 

marsh land made of dark, nutrient-rich soil.  The valleylands were filled with a wide variety of trees and 

fruit-bearing bushes, a diverse collection of wildlife, and a river teaming with many species of fish.  As a 

result, the Don River Valley was well-known for its hunting and fishing, was a perfect location for 

agricultural and manufacturing purposes, and was a preferred camping and picnicking locale.  It is no 

wonder that First Nations, as well as the Europeans who immigrated to Upper Canada, regarded the Don 

River Valley as a place of great beauty and natural wealth. 

 

European settlement along the Don did not begin to grow with any regularity until the 1820's and even 

then remained sparse, with large areas of rural forest interspersed with homesteads until the 1900's.  This 

was due in part to the lands west of the Don River being held as a government reserve (for military 

purposes, and then for a hospital endowment), while lands east of the Don were separated from the urban 

center of York by the river itself.  The lands west of the Don remained as government reserves from the 

late 18
th
 Century until the late 1820’s when the land was surveyed and offered for sale to prospective 

buyers.  The ecology of the Don Valley prior to the 1820's is described as dense forests thick with 

numerous species of trees and shrubs.  In addition to the more common varieties of trees such as cedar, 

maple, oak, hemlock, and pine, other species of flora included, "… wild willow, dog-wood, tree-

cranberry, alder, wych-hazel and wild grapes" (Guthrie 1986: 9).  The valley was home to a diverse 

population of animal species such as bears, foxes, wolves, deer, and numerous smaller mammals, as well 

as many bird species.  The Don River itself was teeming with all kinds of fish species, including sucker 
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fish in the spring and salmon in the autumn that averaged between 10-20 pounds.  William Helliwell, a 

resident and founding member of the area in the 1820's, described the Don as a hunter's and fisher's 

paradise.  He wrote, 

 

"In the spring of the year, the river was literally alive with suckers where they were 

caught and carried away by the wagon load and in the autumn salmon were almost as 

numerous… In the spring vast quantities of pigeons used to be flying to their breeding 

grounds and for days and even weeks the sun was almost darkened by the immense flocks 

that were flying and at street corners and points of hills people assembled with guns and 

poured into the flocks as they passed by the deadly shot, killing great numbers of them…" 

(Guthrie 1986: 14). 

 

Helliwell adds that his father-in-law, Thomas Bright, was able to kill 30 to 40 ducks in the marsh at the 

foot of the Don in a single afternoon.  The earliest account of a population estimate for European settlers 

in the Don is from 1797 when 35 men and 34 women were accounted for.  Clearing the forest along the 

Don was a slow process that was still ongoing well into the 1900’s.  During the mid 1800’s, land had 

been cleared sufficient to pasture cattle in some parts of the valley.  The numerous mills meant that mill 

races and mill ponds were a constant along the Don River from the 1790’s onward.  The multitude and 

variance of trees throughout the Don River valley offered ample material for homesteads, barns and 

cottages for those earliest settlers, and supplied sufficient lumber for the large industrial mill complex that 

became synonymous with the Don. 

 

Of great value to the history of York and surrounding area is the diary written and kept by Lady Elizabeth 

Simcoe during her travels with her husband, Lieutenant-Governor John Graves Simcoe.  In her diary, 

Lady Simcoe describes the Don Valley as beautiful, and is the location of where she and her husband 

built their summer home which they called Castle Frank.   Lady Simcoe’s biographer, J. Ross Robertson, 

elaborates on the Simcoe’s attraction to the Don River area where they built their summer home: “No 

prettier spot could have been selected for a summer home.  Some of the white pines that stood there a 

century ago are still to be seen, but many look as if they were second growth” (Robertson 1911:204).  

Lady Simcoe notes that little undergrowth existed beneath the pines in certain areas, allowing for good 

riding (Robertson 1911:332).  Throughout her diary, sketches appear of the environment of some of the 

earliest settlers to the area.  Image 1 was declared by Lady Simcoe as the first bridge over the Don built 

by Playter’s, which consisted of a tree knocked over and a handrail built upon it.  Image 2 is a sketch 

Lady Simcoe drew of Skinner’s Mill on the Don River. 

 

The valley itself is approximately half a kilometer in width, comprised of deep ravines with heavily 

wooded hillsides and interspersed with beautiful meadows and marshes.  The Don River was known to 

have regular flooding episodes.  Large areas of land surrounding the river were prone to seasonal 

flooding, varying in severity from only a few acres to large swaths of land equaling hundreds of acres.  

This was witnessed in the floods of 1850, 1878, and in 1954 with Hurricane Hazel, which cost 81 people 

their lives.  Broad marshland extended out from the mouth of the Don where it empties into Lake Ontario. 

 

It should be noted that based upon the examination of historic maps, the Don River is illustrated as having 

different alignments over time: Chewett’s 1787 Plan of Toronto (Map 5), Browne’s map (Map 6), 

Tremaine’s 1860 map (Map 7), Miles and Co. 1878 map (Map 8), Goad’s 1890 map (Map 9) and 

Goad’s 1903 map (Map 10) provide some examples of the varying river alignments.  Slight errors are not 

unusual for the nineteenth century maps, but it is reasonable to expect that the course of the river has 

changed due to the effects of nineteenth century milling activities along the Don, erosion, storm events 

during the past 300 years, and urban development during the last 75 years.   The urbanization of the Don 

Valley and its surroundings are illustrated through the aerial photography dating between 1949 and 1989 

(Images 3 to 7), and well as through topographic maps dating between 1909 and 1949 (Maps 12 to 17). 
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2.1.2 Overview of Local Area Historical Context 

The objectives of the background study are to provide “detailed documentary research providing a record 

of the property’s archaeological and land use history and present condition” (MTCS 2011).  The 

following sections provide an inclusive review of geographic and cultural features of both the study area 

and its surroundings in order to evaluate the potential for cultural resources.  Archival research of the 

nineteenth century settlement of the property provides an historical overview of the local area and 

documentary evidence of twentieth and twenty-first century construction, and provides a summary of the 

landscape history and use.  This research was completed to determine the potential for cultural materials 

to be recovered from the study area, or conversely to identify if and where the study area has been 

subjected to extensive modifications that have damaged or removed any archaeological potential.   

 

The following historic background is written to document the chronological history of the lands within 

the East Don Trail study area.  The subsequent PreContact chronology was constructed from research 

contained within The Archaeology of Southern Ontario to A.D. 1650, edited by C.J. Ellis and N. Ferris 

(1990).  The EuroCanadian period is presented from its broadest scale and refined down to individual 

properties.  That is, the discussion reviews the history of York County, York Township (the City of 

Toronto), the Forks of the Don and the influence of the milling industry and Taylor family. Following 

this,  lot summaries appear in a descending order from the north end of the study area to the south and in 

numerical order.  Finally, a discussion of Charles Sauriol, conservationist and explorer who lived at the 

Forks of the Don in the twentieth century, wrote several books of his adventures and accounts for the 

rapid changes he witnessed growing up in the valley of the Don. 

 

PalaeoIndian Period – 12,000 to 10,000 BP. 

As the glaciers retreated from southern Ontario, nomadic peoples gradually moved into the areas recently 

vacated by the massive ice-sheets. It should be remembered that, as the glaciers melted at the end of the 

last ice age 12,000 years ago, the landscape of southern Ontario was very much like the tundra of the 

present day eastern sub-arctic.  During this time, the entire population of southern Ontario is thought to be 

somewhere between 100 and 200 individuals. These PalaeoIndians lived in small family groups and 

presumably hunted caribou and other fauna associated with the cooler environment of this time period. 

This reconstruction is substantiated by the location of a single toe bone of a caribou at a site in Detroit and 

the presence of arctic hare, arctic fox and a large ungulate at the Udora site (a PalaeoIndian encampment) 

near the south shore of Lake Simcoe. 

 

During this time, the water levels and shorelines of lakes Huron and Ontario were fluctuating due to the 

run-off of the melting glaciers.  Traditionally, the PalaeoIndian occupation of southern Ontario has been 

associated with these glacial lake shorelines.  However, recent investigations in the greater Toronto area 

indicate that these peoples also exploited interior locations away from the glacial lakes, such as kettle lake 

areas along the Oak Ridges Moraine. 

 

Archaic Period – 10,000 to 2800 BP. 

As the climate in southern Ontario warmed, Aboriginal populations adapted to these new environments 

and associated fauna.  Thus, many new technologies and subsistence strategies were introduced and 

developed by the Archaic peoples of this time period.  Woodworking implements such as groundstone 

axes, adzes and gouges began to appear, as did net-sinkers (for fishing), numerous types of spear points 

and items made from native copper, which was mined from the Lake Superior region.  The presence of 

native copper on archaeological sites in southern Ontario and adjacent areas suggests that Archaic groups 

were involved in long range exchange and interaction.  The trade networks established at this time were to 

persist between Aboriginal groups until European contact.   
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To harvest the new riches of the warming climate, the Archaic bands of southern Ontario followed an 

annual cycle, which exploited seasonably available resources in differing geographic locales within 

watersheds.  For example, from spring through fall, bands joined together and inhabited sites in lakeshore 

environments where abundant foodstuffs such as fish, waterfowl and wild rice enabled the establishment 

of larger multi-season occupations.  As the seasons changed and aquatic resources became scarce, these 

bands split into smaller groups and moved inland to exploit other resources that were available during the 

fall and winter, such as deer, rabbit, squirrel and bear, which thrived on the forest margins of these areas. 

 

Unfortunately, due to the fluctuating Lake Ontario water levels at the end of the ice age, the shoreline 

would have sat at a location that is currently 10 to 20 meters below the present surface level.  Aboriginal 

groups of this era would have exploited the shoreline environments in these now submerged locations and 

associated archaeological sites representing these seasonal activities are now under water.  Consequently, 

our understanding of the Archaic uses of the Lake Ontario shoreline is poor. 

 

Initial Woodland Period – approximately 1000 B.C. (2800 BP) to A.D. 700 
Early in the Initial Woodland period, band size and subsistence activities were generally consistent with 

the groups of the preceding Archaic period.  Associated with the earliest components of this cultural 

period is the introduction of clay pots.  Ceramic vessels provided a means for long-term storage of 

abundant resources. With the ability to store foodstuffs during times of plenty, the stress of harder times 

was greatly reduced as it would have been possible to take advantage of accumulated goods.   

Additionally, around two thousand years ago a revolutionary new technology, the bow and arrow, was 

brought into southern Ontario and radically changed the approach to hunting and warfare.  These two 

technological innovations allowed for major changes in subsistence and settlement patterns.  As 

populations became larger, camps and villages with more permanent structures were occupied longer and 

more consistently.  Generally, these larger sites are associated with the gathering of two or more band 

groups into what are referred to as Amacrobands@. Often, these larger groups would reside in favourable 

locations to cooperatively take advantage of readily exploitable resources such as fish.  It was also during 

this period that elaborate burial rituals and the interment of numerous exotic grave goods with the 

deceased began to take place.  Increased trade and interaction between southern Ontario populations and 

groups as far away as the Atlantic coast and the Ohio Valley was also taking place. 

 

It was also during this period that a brief horizon of Hopewellian influences (from Ohio) emerged, 

resulting in more elaborate burial rituals, such as cremation, burial mound construction (as with those 

most popularly seen at the Serpent Mounds near Peterborough, Ontario, for example) and the interment of 

numerous exotic grave goods with the deceased began to take place.  In fact, these goods, which include 

large caches of well-crafted lithic blades, sheets of mica, marine shells, shark teeth, silver and copper 

beads, and artifacts such as platform smoking pipes and decorative ear ornaments, all indicate that the 

Initial Woodland period was one of increased trade and interaction between southern Ontario populations 

and groups as far away as the east coast and the Ohio Valley. 

 

Late Woodland Period – A.D. 700 to 1650 

Around A.D. 700, maize was introduced into southern Ontario from the south.  With the development of 

horticulture as the predominant subsistence base, the Late Woodland Period gave rise to a tremendous 

population increase and the establishment of permanent villages.  These villages consisted of longhouses 

measuring six metres wide and high and extending anywhere from three to 15 metres in length.  Quite 

often these villages, some of which are one to four hectares in size, were surrounded by multiple rows of 

palisades suggesting that defence was a community concern.  Aside from villages, Late Woodland 

peoples also inhabited hamlets and special purpose cabins and campsites that are thought to have been 

associated with larger settlements.   A hamlet consisted of a small scattering of longhouses 

(approximately one acre in size) that were used on a year-round basis by lower numbers of people that 

were related to those in the village, but for various reasons lived outside of the village.  Cabin sites are 
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those sites that consist of just one longhouse, perhaps built for those individuals whose crops were located 

a fair distance away from the original village.  As such, they were only inhabited on a seasonal basis 

during times of planting and harvest.  Finally, there are special purpose campsites: locations that were 

temporarily used by Late Woodland peoples in order to extract a particular resource (such as fish, deer, or 

plant foods).  Unfortunately, because of their short-term use, there are generally few artifacts and they 

rarely contain evidence of structural remains.  Many of these campsites are associated with Algonkian-

speaking nations who continued a relatively nomadic lifestyle (primarily on the Canadian Shield areas 

where crop cultivation was not predictable) although travel to and trade with their Iroquoian-speaking 

counterparts was common.   

   

Social changes were also taking place, as reflected in the fluorescence of smoking pipes; certain burial 

rituals; increased settlement size; and distinct clustering of both longhouses within villages (clan 

development) and villages within a region (tribal development).  One interesting socio-cultural 

phenomenon that occurred during this period as a result of the shift in emphasis from hunting to 

horticulture was a movement away from the traditional patrilineal and patrilocal societies of the preceding 

band-oriented groups to a matrilineal orientation.  Also associated with the Late Woodland period are the 

large communal grave sites known as ossuaries.  Ossuaries are large circular pits (approximately 4 to 10 

meters in diameter) that contain the skeletal remains of hundreds of individuals.  Historically we know 

that, every ten years or so, the inhabitants of one or several villages would exhume the remains of their 

ancestors from their original resting places, clean and wrap them in fur robes, and re-inter them in 

prepared pits a short distance from the hosting village.  The purpose of this secondary and final burial was 

to reaffirm and strengthen community ties.  At the end of this tremendously powerful ceremony, which 

could last up to 10 days, it was believed that the souls of the deceased were finally at rest and united with 

one another in the spiritual world.  

 

After centuries of small-scale warfare and the gradual depletion of resources, such as soil nutrients and 

firewood, the Late Woodland groups that inhabited the north shore of Lake Ontario began moving their 

villages northward towards Georgian Bay.  It was these groups that eventually evolved into the Petun and 

Huron Nations witnessed and recorded by the early French missionaries and explorers during the 

seventeenth century as the newcomers traveled up the Trent-Severn waterway on their journeys inland 

from the St. Lawrence. By AD 1650, the numbers of people in both of those nations dwindled through 

contact with Europeans (and their diseases) and many relocated or were adopted through continued 

warfare with the League Iroquois (Five Nations) from New York State. 

 

Descendants of the PreContact indigenous peoples continue to reside on reserve lands and in urban areas 

throughout Ontario, as well as in other provinces and many U.S. states, and are actively involved in 

consultations with the provincial and federal governments relating to ancestral sites (particularly burial 

grounds and other sacred spaces) and proposed projects that might have an impact on ancestral territories 

and Aboriginal rights under the Canadian constitution. 

 

PostContact Period – 1650 to 1791 

Also called the Early Historic Period, these years are characterized by the arrival of a small number of 

Europeans interested in exploration, trade, and establishing missions, coupled with a gradual adoption of 

European materials by First Nations peoples.  In terms of material culture, it is often difficult to 

distinguish between Haudenosaunee, Anishinaabe, Métis and colonial settler campsites during these early 

years.  This is due to the interaction and adoption of each other’s material goods and subsistence 

strategies which blur cultural boundaries.  Such interaction was essential to early explorers and 

missionaries who relied on local people for survival strategies and knowledge of the local landscape.  

These permeable boundaries continued until the Crown established segregated reserves in the eighteenth 

and early nineteenth centuries for the Haudenosaunee and Anishinaabe communities who remained here 

while granting properties to European settlers.   
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The French explorers and fur traders began to travel along the Lake Ontario shoreline and explore parts of 

the north shore inland.  They followed the centuries-old route of the well-established west branch of the 

Toronto Carrying Place Trail along the Humber River and the east branch along the Rouge River north to 

the Holland River and beyond, to the upper lakes.  It was at this time that the Métis culture developed, 

resulting initially from the union of indigenous women with the fur traders and a blending of cultural 

traditions with the ensuing generations began. 

 

During the late PreContact times, conflict with the Iroquois forced the Huron further north and small 

groups of Seneca subsequently moved into the area around the 1660’s.  The Seneca established the village 

of Ganatsekwyagon close to the Rouge River portage, a strategic location that allowed ongoing trade with 

the French, English, and Dutch.  Though the exact location of this village has not been identified 

archaeologically there are a number of possible locations including one registered within a 20
th
 century 

housing development on the northeast side of Frenchman’s Bay.  The Seneca desired peace with the 

French and, in 1669, requested a missionary to be sent as a goodwill gesture.  Abbe Fenelon came from 

the Kente Mission in the Quinte area to build a school for the Native children in and around Frenchman’s 

Bay.  That winter proved to be particularly harsh and the village was forced to disperse into smaller 

groups and move further inland.  Father Fenelon went with them but due to ill health returned to Kente 

one year later.  

 

Due to disruption in their trade resulting from French and English fur trade disputes, the Seneca 

abandoned Ganatsekwyagon leaving the Pickering area without a permanent First Nations settlement after 

1695.  The more nomadic Mississauga people moved into the area in the 1700’s, traversing the area on 

their seasonal rounds.  

 

In 1763, the Treaty of Paris was signed which passed New France into British hands.  However, it was 

not until 20 years later that land acquisition and development in the region began.  Following the 

American Revolutionary War, the British government decided to reopen the overland trade route from 

Lake Ontario to Lake Huron which was known as the “Passage de Taronto.”  Consequently, in October 

1783 the British bought from the Mississauga Nation a tract of land stretching from Cataraqui (Bay of 

Quinte) to the Etobicoke Creek at the west end of Toronto.  The treaty was named the Gun Shot Treaty 

and had immediate implications since the proper procedures detailed in the Treaty of Paris and outlined 

below had not been followed.  

 

No purchase of Lands belonging to the Indians, whether in the Name and for the Use of 

the Crown, or in the Name and for the Use of proprietaries of Colonies be made but at 

some general Meeting, at which the principal chiefs of each Tribe, claiming a property 

in such Lands, are present; and all Tracts, so purchased, shall be regularly surveyed by 

a Sworn Surveyor in the presence and with the Assistance of a person deputed by the 

Indians to attend such Survey; and the said Surveyor shall make an accurate Map of 

such Tract, describing the Limits, which Map shall be entered upon Record, with the 

Deed of Conveyance from the Indians (Ball 2000). 

 

Lieutenant-Governor John Graves Simcoe reviewed the Gun Shot Treaty documents in 1795 and 

concluded that even though they were not done properly, the Treaty would remain in effect since the 

Mississauga people were not lodging a dispute (Johnson 1973).  Due to irregularities in the treaty and in 

order to establish the actual lands negotiated, on September 23, 1787 the Crown further purchased lands 

from the Mississauga, which is known as the “Toronto Purchase” (Map 5).  However, additional 

negotiations in 1805 led to clarification of the treaty boundaries, and the lands were finally settled in 1923 

by the Williams Commission. 
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EuroCanadian Period – A.D. 1791 to Present  

York County 

Since 1788, the land north of Lake Ontario formed part of the District of Nassau in the Province of 

Quebec.  The Province of Upper Canada was created in 1791, and in the following year Colonel John 

Graves Simcoe, the first lieutenant-governor, renamed it the Home District and formed York County 

along with eighteen other counties.  York County originally included modern day York Region, Peel 

Region, Halton Region, Toronto, parts of Durham Region and the City of Hamilton.  It was divided into 

two ridings, East and West York and the former included Markham Township.  Incidentally, Markham 

Township was named after William Markham, Archbishop of York and a friend of the Simcoe’s.    

 

Ten other townships formed York County and these included East Gwillimbury, East York, Etobicoke, 

Georgina, King, North Gwillimbury, North York, Scarborough, Vaughan, Whitchurch and York 

(Reaman, 1971:20).  “Simcoe made every effort to give English names to countries, towns, townships and 

rivers, in order to impress on the Loyalists that there was a continuing British presence north of the lost 

American Colonies” (Rayburn 1996).   

 

During the early nineteenth century, land grants of 200 acres (81 hectares) were given outside of the town 

core as a reward to soldiers who fought for the British in the fight against the American colonies.  In 

addition, land patents were issued to attract settlers from the British Isles as well as United Empire 

Loyalists from the United States.  Townships situated further inland were not a desirable location by the 

Loyalists and were therefore of secondary importance to the settlement policies of Simcoe.  As a result, 

the prime waterfront townships were quickly occupied by the Loyalists, while other townships were left 

for the children of Loyalists, “late-Loyalists” and settlers from Europe and the United States to clear.  

These land patents were granted under conditions written in the Settlement Duty Agreement that required 

patent holders to clear and fence five acres (two hectares) of land and build a house 16 feet by 20 feet (5.5 

metres by 6.1 metres) within the first twelve months of settlement. 

 

The townships of York County were partially surveyed in 1793 and 1794 by Abraham Iredell.  The first 

complete survey was begun in 1801 and finished in 1802 by Johann Stegman, an officer in the Hessian 

Regiment during the American Revolution.  The townships were laid out in ten concessions one and a 

quarter miles apart, running north and south from Yonge Street east to the Pickering Town Line and were 

divided by six sideroads also one and a quarter miles apart running east and west.  Each concession was 

divided into 200 acre lots, with five concessions between every sideroad.  Thus, a lot and concession 

referred to a 200 acre parcel of land defined by the concession road on its western boundary.   

 

The Constitutional Act of 1791 provided for a reserve of land in each township for the support of the 

Crown and the Protestant clergy.  These reserves were to equal one seventh of the lands granted in each 

township.  The Surveyor-General, D.W. Smith, evolved the Chequered Plan for the location of these 

Clergy and Crown Reserves.  No doubt, Abraham Iredell’s 1793 survey was based on the Chequered 

Plan.  Simcoe wished to maintain Yonge Street as a military road to the north and therefore decided the 

reserve plan should not include concessions bordering the street.  These reserves hindered road 

improvement as each settler was only responsible for clearing the road fronting his own lot.  Access to 

streams was also blocked.  Settlers could lease the reserve lots for a period of 21 years and if the duties of 

building the house and clearing the road were performed he could then sell his lease and be compensated 

for his work.  In 1828 the Crown Reserves were turned over to King’s College (later to become the 

University of Toronto) and then sold off.  Interestingly, the Clergy Reserves were a contributing factor to 

the Upper Canada Rebellion of 1837.  

 

Settlers arrived in York as early as 1794 and in some cases were squatters who obtained squatters rights at 

the time of the first survey.  Many of the earliest settlers in both townships arrived from the United States, 

including United Empire Loyalists and Hessian soldiers.  Others were attracted by the conditional offer of 
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200 acre land grants as outlined in the Settlement Duty Agreement.  Townships were quickly settled by 

Scottish, Irish and English immigrants and French émigré families from the French Revolution.  Many 

were also from Pennsylvania.  These included the Pennsylvania Dutch (more correctly Pennsylvania 

Deutsch or German), Quakers, Mennonites and Brethren in Christ – known as “Dunkards” or “Tunkers.”  

Many Pennsylvania Dutch family names continue to be prominent throughout the area.  Censuses and 

other records throughout the nineteenth century reveal how extensively these families intermarried, the 

frequency of land transactions among themselves and how it was common for them as kin to be adjacent 

landowners over the generations.  For example, in 1802 Eli Player noted passage through York of three 

wagons of “Pennsylvanians” on their way to Markham.  Also, Timothy Rogers, a Quaker from Vermont, 

led a settlement of forty Quaker families into Whitchurch from Vermont, New York and Pennsylvania.  

Settlement commonly grew around waterways, fertile land and timber resources with the Oak Ridges 

Moraine influencing the settlement patterns.  To the north and south of this land ridge could be found 

hamlets and villages.  Stretching from Orangeville to Rice Lake, the Oak Ridges Moraine, an extensive 

area of sandy and gravely hills, forms the watershed between Lake Ontario and Lake Simcoe.  The 

sources of the tributaries of the Humber, Don and Rouge Rivers to the south and the Holland River to the 

north are found here.  The early development of the township occurred as small communities began at 

intersections of main roads or adjacent to a stream or river providing a source of power for a mill.  

Around the mill, facilities to serve the settler sprang up, including a general store, church, school and later 

a post office.   

 

Hardwood forests of maple mixed with beech, cherry, oak basswood, hemlock and pine were located in 

the fertile soils of the highlands while stands of white and red pine were found in the lighter sandy soil.  

The wet and moist areas supported cedar, black ash, elm, soft maple and spruce.  The earliest settlers 

needed to clear these trees to cultivate their lands and make their homes.  The many tributaries of the 

rivers were home to many small sawmills throughout the townships, supplying lumber for local use, the 

mast and spar industry for the Royal Navy and planks for the roadways.  These were soon followed by 

larger sawmills, grist mills for flour, woolen mills and distilleries.   

 

York Township - South (City of Toronto) 

In 1793, Lieutenant-Governor Simcoe established the Town of York as the military headquarters of 

Upper Canada.  He also renamed the township from Dublin Township to York Township.  The former 

title had been bestowed by the surveyor Augustus Jones the previous year and the new name was in 

honour the Duke of York for his recent victory in Flanders.  Jones was instrumental in the surveying of 

York Township.  Appointed crown surveyor in 1787, he was adept at completing surveys of townships 

and town sites.  His claim to fame was the surveying of Dundas Street in York and Yonge Street which 

was the dividing line between East and West York.   

 

Yonge Street was completed in 1796 and stretched from York through dense bush and forest to Holland 

Landing.  This was a forty-three day endeavor that required extensive clearing before it could be properly 

surveyed (Stamp 1991).  Unfortunately no survey diaries are available for York Township earlier than 

1821 and accordingly, there is no record of this area or the terrain as it existed when it was initially 

surveyed.  However, early accounts provide insight into the conditions of the area during the late 18
th
 

century from Lady Simcoe’s descriptions and drawings from her diary dating between 1791 and 1796.  

Additionally a drawing of the Town of York dating to 1818 by Lieutenant Phillpotts of the Royal 

Engineers indicates the town boundaries at that time were  Fort Rouille to the west where the present day 

CNE is located, the Don River to the east and the Toronto Islands to the south. 

 

When the Town of York was incorporated as a city in 1834, the Town of York became known as Toronto 

(Rayburn 1996).  The name Toronto is a variation of the Huron term meaning “poles in water” (Steckley 

2007).  Toronto/York's growth was due in large part to its waterfront access, thus wharves and docks 

began to appear shortly after the town was established.  As the town grew into a city, naval operations 
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grew to become very important to the community for receiving supplies, shipping out lumber, and for 

protection.  Wharves were permitted to extend into the harbour to the Windmill Line, as measured 

initially from the Gooderham and Worts windmill to Old Fort Point south of Fort York near the foot of 

Bathurst Street at Fleet Street.  For more than 50 years, the port was relied upon to support the City’s 

prosperity. 

 

The 1850’s saw the beginning of a shift, as plans were realized to bring the railway into the city.  The 

railway was to become the backbone of commercial transportation for Toronto.  Business owners and the 

major utilities persuaded officials to allow tracks to be built just north of the shoreline.  Wharves and 

docks were dismantled for the first land filling event of 1854 to 1859 known as The Esplanade, with new 

wharves and docks constructed beyond the reestablished shoreline.  Some portions of these wooden 

structures, as well as remnants of boats and Victorian period artifacts may yet remain within the fill.  This 

new addition to the functional waterfront was intended to create space for the railways as well as a treed 

public walkway. 

 

The first three railways connected with the southern edge of Toronto in 1853-56, being the Northern, the 

Grand Trunk (now Canadian National), and the Great Western (Mellen 1974:II-2).  A lasting struggle for 

dominance ensued between the port and the railways. Access to the wharves became increasingly difficult 

over the busy level railroad crossings.  The reclamation of land from the harbour continued as the century 

progressed, in a piecemeal fashion for a time.  The pressures of urban expansion finally culminated in 

1893 with another major land filling operation and a New Windmill Line.  

 

The increasingly commercial function of the waterfront during 1870’s and 1880’s replaced any of the 

recreational possibilities along the shore. Plans for the permanent green space strip at the waterfront 

known as the Walks and Gardens dissolved as the land was sold to make additional space for the railroads 

and new commercial enterprises. 

 

Following the floods of the second half of the nineteenth century, local businessmen headed by City 

Councilor Thomas Davies Jr. lobbied City Council and the Federal and Provincial Governments to 

undertake improvements to the Don Valley.  In particular, the flood of September 1878 was incredibly 

destructive, destroying businesses and carrying away all the Don bridges.  As a result, this group 

promoted the Don Valley as an important future industrial site, and claimed that the “miasmatic” nature 

of the river and its destructive floods would be a thing of the past once their suggested improvements 

were completed. 

 

In 1886-1887, this work was allowed to proceed after legislation was passed entitled, “An Act Respecting 

the City of Toronto” (49 Vic. ch. 66). This act allowed for the City to expropriate at least 400 feet on 

either side of the centre line of the Don River and the straightening, widening and deepening of the river 

was divided into six sections: Bloor to Winchester Street, Winchester to Carlton Street, Carlton to King 

Street, King Street to Eastern Avenue, Eastern Avenue to the Marsh and the Marsh to the Bay.  Despite 

good intentions, the improvements to the river valley took far longer and were more expensive to 

complete than was originally anticipated, generally failed to attract businesses, and did nothing to stop the 

periodic flooding of the river.   

 

Ultimately, this stretch of the river valley has retained its function as a transportation corridor with the 

twentieth century construction of the CNR line, Bayview Avenue and the Don Valley Parkway.  

Unfortunately, there were a number of industrial sites in the river valley which contained potential 

historic and archaeological significance, in addition to military installations such as blockhouses and 

breastworks from the 1812-1837 period, and smaller homes and tavern stands such as the Don Vale 

House.  These have been all but destroyed due to the construction of roads and the Don Improvements of 

the 1880’s-1890’s.   
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Significant changes were also experienced in the lands adjacent to the lower Don River on its west side in 

terms of industry and railways in the closing two decades of the 1800’s. Tracks were put through on the 

north side of the Don Station and the track to the south was joined by half a dozen short lines to be used 

as a Grand Trunk sorting area for loading and unloading train cars. Several buildings were constructed in 

the land between the tracks and the Don Diversion channel.  By 1907, Canadian Northern Rail Yards 

occupied a large portion of the West Don Lands from Eastern Avenue to Front Street on both sides of 

Cherry Street and east to Olive Street.  The northern half of Water Street was closed and a new spur line 

connected the block to the Canadian Pacific tracks in the Don Valley. To the south-east, additional spurs 

were placed between Gooderham and Worts’ buildings and their wharf and elevator at the shore during 

the 1880’s to meet their transportation needs. 

 

Forks of the Don 

The Forks of the Don is located at the south end of the current study area.  Situated at the intersection of 

three water courses and four valleys, the Forks of the Don is perhaps best described by local historian 

Charles Sauriol as being a 'giant hub' (Sauriol 1995: 202).  Its name is derived from where three branches 

of the Don River meet: the East Don, the West Don, and a small stream referred to today as 

Taylor/Massey Creek and referred to historically as Silver Creek, Little Don, Scarborough Creek, and 

Trout Creek.  As indicated by one of its names, Trout Creek, this smaller branch was once home to an 

abundant supply of fish.  The section of the valleylands in which Forks of the Don is located lies within 

the large industrial complex of mills that existed along the valley and which was so influenced by the 

Taylor family.  Taylor/Massey Creek is named for this family. 

 

The area directly surrounding the Forks is described as wide flood plain populated by many species of 

tress such as, but not restricted to, hemlock, maple, large groves of cedars and massive elms (Sauriol 

1995).  The slopes of the valley are steep and high, with an unusual land mark referred to as, 'Greenland', 

'Greenland Mount', or 'Tumper's Hill' (Image 8), so named after a man who was reported to have built a 

log cabin on its summit (Sauriol: 206).  William Lea of the Lea Family, for which Leaside was named, 

first arrived in the Don Valley area in 1820 and described Tumper's Hill as, "…a long oblong mount, 

covered with under wood forming a peculiar feature in the landscape" (Sauriol 1995: 202).  Tumper’s Hill 

was home to a diverse and abundant amount of flowers which attracted many different butterfly species, 

some of which were quite rare.  The shape of the hill created a type of upwind draft that certain species of 

butterfly needed for long distance travel to mating areas.  Tumper's Hill was also the location of a YMCA 

camp once situated on the top of the hill.  However, with the construction of the Don Valley Parkway, this 

hill was mostly dug out and used as fill. 

 

An early description of the Don Valley around the area of the Forks is from C. Blackett Robinson's, 

History of the County of York Volume 1 (1885), as quoted in Charles Sauriol (1995), wherein Robinson 

explains, 

 

"The neighbourhood of the Forks where there is a small village abounds in romantic 

scenery.  Owing to the hilly and broken character of this section, it is not thickly settled, 

and much of it, especially along the water courses, remains heavily timbered.  The 

wildness and beauty of the ravines, glens, and stretches of woodland present attractions 

for the lover of nature not readily surpassed in this part of Canada" (Sauriol 1995:203). 

 

William Lea describes the Forks as a place where,".. the most beautiful and pleasant walks that could be 

taken" (Sauriol 1995:203).  He goes on to refer to the water as rapid and clear, and names numerous large 

species such as deer, bear, fox, and wolf that inhabit the valley.  Lea describes the soil as being rich from 

annual flooding by spring 'freshets', but laments the clearing of much of the forest to create pasture land 

for cattle. 
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Numerous bridges of various sizes have spanned the Don River at the Forks since the early 1800's.  The 

earliest bridge to span the Don River was called Scadding Bridge, built in 1794 and located south of the 

Forks near the intersection of King Street and Queen Street.  The date for the first bridge to span the river 

at the Forks is not so certain.  In his books Remembering the Don and Pioneers of the Don, Sauriol 

mentions a number of bridges located along the Don.  However, he does not offer the exact dates they 

were constructed, but merely states that two bridges spanned the Don River in 1850 (Remembering the 

Don 1981: 33-34).  It is known that multiple bridges were destroyed during the nineteenth century as a 

result of flooding along the Don.  The two worst examples to occur were in 1850 and 1878.  Taylor's 

Bridge (Image 9), Leaside Bridge, Davies Bridge (Image 10), and White Bridge are among those listed 

by Sauriol in the area of the Forks and slightly to the south (Image 11), outside the study area.  Davies 

Bridge spanned the East Don and was replaced by a cement arch bridge called White Bridge.  There was 

also a small vehicle bridge spanning the West Don near the ruins of the Upper Mill, although it existed 

during the 20
th
 century. 

 

Mills in the Don Valley, Near and Within the Study Area 

As the Don River watershed was well known for its milling industry, it is not surprising that several mill 

were located within and adjacent to the study area.  The 1851 Browne map of York Township (Map 6) 

illustrates two paper mills in operation within and near the East Don Trail study area.  Not much is known 

of the Eastwood Paper Mill on Lot 3 Concession III FTB, but it is known that John Eastwood and Colin 

Skinner operated a mill south of the Forks around 1829, later purchased by the Taylor family. The Saw 

and Paper Mill located on Lot 7 Concession III FTB was owned by the Taylor family.  

 

Brothers John, George, and Thomas Taylor owned and operated three paper mills along the Don River in 

the nineteenth century.  One of their paper mills, known as the Upper Mill, is located on Lot 7 Concession 

III FTB within the vicinity of the project area (Image 12, Map 7 and 8).  The Upper Mill was situated 

along the West Branch of the Don River, just north of the Forks of the Don at the south end of a 

substantial mill pond which was estimated to cover approximately 30 acres of land.   The Upper Mill was 

built over the course of two years, from 1846-1847, had a stone foundation which was cemented together, 

and sported rafters constructed out of 40 foot long White Pine timbres.  Until 1930 the walls of the main 

section of the Upper Mill still remained intact (Image 13), at which point a saw mill owner in the area 

recognized the value of the White Pine rafters and tore down the rest of the structure to acquire the 

lumber (Sauriol 1995: 195).  By the time of Sauriol’s account in 1995 only the foundations of the 

buildings associated with the Upper Mill remained.  The mill was closed down around 1890, and the dam 

used for the associated mill pond was dynamited shortly before the mill was closed to avoid any further 

incidents of drowning which, according to Sauriol, occurred with some regularity (Sauriol 1995:195).  

The course of the mill race associated with the Upper Mill can be seen today, cutting up the west valley of 

the Don to where it joined the stream.  An elevated flume brought water from the dam to the mill which 

fed a boxed-in turbine.  Illustrations of the Upper Mill show it to be a substantial complex of buildings 

(Darke 1995:61) (Map 18). 

 

The three Taylor mills collectively supplied much of the paper for both Toronto and the surrounding area.  

In his book, Pioneers of the Don, Charles Sauriol records an excerpt from, Illustrated Toronto, published 

in 1877 by Peter A. Gross which summarizes the combined production output of the Lower and Upper 

Mills.  

 

“They supply a very large portion of the printing paper now used for the daily and weekly papers 

of this city [Toronto] and throughout the Dominion.  There is also manufactured at the mills, 

coloured paper and poster bills, also all kinds of book, manila, roll, expressing, tea and common 

paper bags, etc.  The annual consumption of these factories is something enormous.  Hundreds of 

tons of rags, straw, esparto grass, ropes, canvas, and other enumerable elements used in the 

manufacture of this useful economy are consumed in these factories” (Sauriol 1995: 175).   
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The estimated output of the three Taylor mills was substantial, producing four tons of paper every twelve 

hours and employing a work force of some 100 workers (Sauriol 1981: 55).   Eye witness account from a 

local gentleman by the name of W.P. Hubbard explains paper being hauled from the mill up the valley, 

along Don Mills Road, and across the Queen Street Bridge to the Globe printing plant by ox-drawn sleigh 

during the winters (Sauriol 1995: 195).   

 

The addition of the Middle Mill, the last of the three paper mills that the Taylor’s ran, cemented the 

Taylor name as one of the most prominent families in the paper milling industry.     

 

Taylor Family 

Brothers John, George, and Thomas Taylor immigrated to Canada with their parents in 1825 settling first 

in Vaughan for nine years before moving into the Don Valley.  Originally from Staffordshire England, the 

family lived briefly in Cherry Valley New York before making their way up into Canada.  They settled 

near the Leaside Bridge on Lot 11 Concession III FTB and built the first of three paper mills they owned, 

the Upper Mill, in 1846-1847.  Establishing the company of John Taylor and Brothers the three men 

purchased the Lower Mill around 1855 and in 1858 added the Middle Mill to their enterprise.  The Lower 

Mill was once the property of brothers-in-law John Eastwood and Colin Skinner, who opened the Lower 

Mill around 1829 after successfully petitioning for a 'bonus' or grant posted on a brochure prepared by the 

Don Valley Brick Company, dated January 8
th
 to March 20

th
 1829 (Sauriol 1995:146).  Eastwood and 

Skinner's mill was part of a petition they put forward which also included a grist mill, saw mill, distillery 

and 200 acres of land free of all encumbrances.  Eastwood and Skinner operated it until their deaths, when 

Colin Skinner Eastwood, John's son, took over the business for a brief yet undetermined length of time 

before selling it to Colin's son, Joseph Skinner in 1855.  Joseph Skinner then sold the mill to John Taylor 

and Brothers, likely in the same year he acquired it.  On top of paper milling John Taylor was known to 

have been operating a water-powered saw mill by 1851, employing two men and producing 350,000 feet 

of timbre per year (Hart 1968: 77).  While paper production was the mainstay of the Taylor estate, the 

brothers also owned a grist mill and distillery which they purchased from Eastwood and Skinner at the 

same time that they purchased the Lower Mill, and the aforementioned saw mill.  In addition, the brothers 

farmed and bred both cattle and horses. 

 

By the mid-19
th
 century a small village had taken shape in the Don Valley and along Don Mills Road.  

Mill owners/operators, as well as employees of the mills, their families, and shop keepers populated the 

Valley which even sported its own school house near the intersection of O’Connor Drive and Donlands 

Avenue.  The village was named Todmorden after the village of the same name in Yorkshire County in 

England, the home town of two of the more influential families to the area, the Eastwoods and Helliwells.  

However, as Eleanor Darke explains in her book, ‘A Mill Should Be Build Thereon,’ “Although several of 

the Todmorden Mills continued to operate for many decades, their unique history ended when they were 

absorbed into the larger Taylor industrial complex” (Darke 1995: 86), offering a good example of the 

magnitude and scale of the Taylor’s dominance.  At the zenith of the Taylor brothers’ company they were 

reported to own approximately 2,000 acres of land in the Don Valley.  Thomas Taylor owned cattle in the 

valley, reportedly being the first person to ship beef from Canada to England (Sauriol 1995: 197).  In, 

Paper in the Making, George Carruthers recounts of the Taylor brothers, 

 

“Of the three brothers, John was the mill operator, with a gift for mechanics and for leadership.  

Thomas looked after the sales office and warehouse in Toronto, and George ran the farm and 

lumbering operations.  Thus, when they had purchased the Eastwood Mill in 1855, the Taylor 

Brothers owned two mills on the Don…and about 1858 they built still another…”.  Carruthers 

goes on to say, “John Taylor had a natural gift for invention, and is said to be one of the first 

men in Canada to apply for a patent on making wood-pulp” (Sauriol 1995: 197-198). 
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John Taylor died in 1871 at the age of 62, after which Thomas and George took over the company, 

naming it Thomas Taylor and Brother.  John Taylor’s son, John Hawthorne, rebuilt the Upper Mill in 

1876 installing a Fourdrinier (a type of papermaking machine) believed to be a Rice, Barton and Fales 

brand (Sauriol 1995: 198).  In 1880 Thomas Taylor died, at which time his brother George decided to 

hand over the business to his three sons, John F., George A. and William T. Taylor.  They named their 

company Taylor Brothers.  At this point in time the Upper Mill produced manilla, while the Middle Mill 

produced news print and the Lower Mill produced felt.  No account was found relating the death of 

George Taylor Sr.  George Sr.'s son, William Taylor founded the Don Valley Pressed Brickworks and the 

Sunbrick Company (Sauriol 1995:173).  The Taylor name remained prominent within the business 

community of the Toronto area well into the 20
th
 century.  The Middle Mill being the last to be shut down 

became part of the Howard Smith Paper Mills in 1939 which persisted at least into the 1960's.   Map 18 

shows the location of the three mills, as well as several homesteads including those belonging to George 

Taylor, John Taylor, John Eastwood, and Colin Skinner.  

 

Lot Summaries 

The lots specific to the East Don Trail study area are Lots 1 and 2 Concession III East of Yonge,  Lots 1, 

2 and 3 Concession IV East of Yonge, and Lots 2 through 10 Concession III Fronting the Bay.  The 

following is a summary of the lot histories obtained from land abstract indexes and 19
th
 century census 

records, directories and cartographic material.  It should be noted that the available land registration 

records were in very poor condition and the full details on all of the landowners and their transactions are 

not entirely legible.   

 

Lot 1 Concession III East   

The first patent on this lot was granted to William Hill Jr. from the Crown in 1846 for the western 40 

acres of the west half lot.  In 1851, the entire east half was granted to George Taylor and in 1861 the 

remaining 60 acres of the west half was granted to Sarah Johnston.  The 1851 Browne map (Map 6) 

illustrates the lot free of forest cover and a saw mill in the northwest corner.  In 1860, Tremaine’s map 

(Map 7) illustrates Mrs. Dallimore (Dallamore) as the owner of this lot with a single structure near the 

northwestern corner of the lot and Don Mills Road running through the center of the lot.  Although the 

Dallamore’s appear on this map, the 1837 Home District Directory indicates a William Dallamore as 

residing “on the don”.  It is possible the Dallamore family was squatting on the eastern hundred acres of 

the property and leased the property after George Taylor received the land patent.  In 1874, the 

Dallamore’s purchased the eastern hundred acres of this lot. 

 

In 1878, the Miles and Company's Atlas (Map 8) illustrates that the western 40 acres was owned by St. 

Germaine with a single structure located on the east side of the west branch of the Don River.  The 

remaining 60 acres of the west half lot was owned by Alexander Johnson. No structures are listed on the 

west half of the lot.  The eastern hundred acres was owned by Thomas Taylor with a structure and 

associated orchard located near the northwest corner of Taylor's property. 

 

No structures indicated on nineteenth century maps are located within or adjacent to the study area. 

 

Lot 2 Concession III East  

In 1798, this 200 acre lot was granted to Anne Powell from the Crown.  The property remained in the 

Powell name until sold to John Taylor in 1842 for $500.  As mentioned, the Taylor Brothers were 

proprietors of successful paper mills along the Don River and the family collectively owned over a 

thousand acres of land around the Don.  The 1860 Tremaine map (Map 7) illustrates Lot 2 owned by the 

Taylor Brothers with a saw mill in the southwest corner of the lot on the west branch of the Don River.  

Don Mills Road is shown to run through the center of the lot.   The Miles and Company's 1878 Atlas 

(Map 8) lists George Taylor as sole owner of Lot 2 Concession III East with a single structure along the 

southern edge of the lot on the east side of Don Mills Road.   
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No structures indicated on nineteenth century maps are located within or adjacent to the study area. 

 

Lot 1 Concession IV East  

King’s College, later called the University of Toronto, was granted this 200 acre lot in 1828.  In 1845, 

King’s College sold the south half to William Cawthra and in 1851, sold the north half to Edward 

Armstrong.  The 1851 Browne map (Map 6) indicates several structures were standing on the eastern 

edge of this lot, while the western half remained a wood lot. 

 

Tremaine's 1860 map (Map 7) indicates Lot 1 Concession IV East was divided into a northern property 

owned by Edward Armstrong, and a southern property owned by Joseph Wilson.  Armstrong is illustrated 

with a single structure near the eastern edge of his property.  No structures are noted on Wilson’s 

property.  The Miles and Company's 1878 Atlas (Map 8) indicates that both the northern and southern 

halves continued to be owned by Edward Armstrong and Joseph Wilson, respectively.  Each gentleman 

was illustrated with a single structure along the eastern edge of the property and the western 50 acres 

remained a wooded area on either side of the Don River.  

 

No structures indicated on nineteenth century maps are located within or adjacent to the study area. 

 

Lot 2 Concession IV East 

It should firstly be noted, that due to the alignment of the township, lots in the fourth concession east of 

Yonge Street descend in size the further north you go and that Lot 2 is approximately 181 acres in size. 

The first patent of land on Lot 2 Concession IV East of Yonge Street was granted to William Proudfoot in 

1839 for 90 acres in the south half of the lot.  In 1858, 31 acres in the west part of the north half lot was 

granted to Ann Jane Scott and 30 acres in the center parcel of the north half lot was granted to John 

Campbell.  In the following year, an additional 30 acres in the eastern parcel of the north half lot was 

granted to George Heron.   

 

The 1851 Browne map (Map 6) indicates several structures were standing on the eastern half of this lot, 

while the western half remained a wood lot.  The Tremaine 1860 map (Map 7) indicates the south half 

was owned by Samuel Martin and the northern half was divided from west to east between Mrs. Scott, W. 

and J. Morse, John Campbell and Robert Hunter. There are no structures illustrated on any of the above 

parcels and the Don River runs south through the western half of the property.   

 

The Miles and Company's 1878 Atlas (Map 8) indicates a small parcel of land on the west side of the 

eastern branch of the Don River was owned by Thomas Taylor and Robert Hunter owned the remainder 

of the lot.  Hunter is illustrated with a structure located near the southern edge his property, slightly east 

of the center mark of the lot.  Another potential structure may exist near the northeastern corner of 

Hunter's property but may be a smudge on the original map. 

 

No structures indicated on nineteenth century maps are located within or adjacent to the study area. 

 

Lot 3 Concession IV East 

In 1828, King’s College was granted this 180 acre lot by the Crown.  The lot remained ungranted at the 

time the 1851 Browne map was released.  The 1851 Browne map (Map 6) which indicates that several 

structures were standing on the eastern half of this lot while the western half remained a wood lot.  Ann 

Parkin purchased the property from the college in 1853 and later sold just over 30 acres of land to Joseph 

Parkin in 1856.  Ann Parkin passed away shortly after this sale and it is presumed she left her property to 

John Parkin based on the following transactions listed on the land abstract. Following Ann’s death, 

Joseph Parkin sold his property to William M. Morse for the sum of $362 in 1857.  In 1860, Tremaine’s 

map (Map 7) indicates the northern half of Lot 3 was owned by Thomas Parkin, the southwestern parcel 
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was owned by W. and J. Morse and the southeastern parcel owned by John Parkin.  No structures are 

illustrated for Lot 3 Concession IV East. 

 

The Miles and Company's 1878 Atlas (Map 8) indicates a small parcel of land on the west side of the 

eastern branch of the Don River was owned by Thomas Taylor and the remainder was owned by Samuel 

Martin.  Interestingly, Samuel Martin is not recorded on the land abstracts as owning any parcel of land 

on this property.  Two structures are illustrated on Martin’s property, one along the southern edge of the 

lot with a laneway extending east to the road and the second structure is depicted in the northeast corner 

with one associated orchard. 

 

No structures indicated on nineteenth century maps are located within or adjacent to the study area. 

 

Lot 2 Concession III FTB (Fronting the Bay) 

In 1796, Captain William Damont received a 200 acre land grant for Lot 2 Concession III Fronting the 

Bay.  William Cooper acquired the property in 1804 and in 1822 divided the lot into two one-hundred 

acre parcels of land.  The east half was sold to John Broderick and the western half to James Redmond.  

The west half of this lot went through several land transfers before being placed under the ownership of 

William Gwynne (1837) and William Cooke (1845).  The 1837 Home District Directory lists and 

confirms Broderick was residing on this lot.  Additionally John Armstrong, Robert Evans, Matthew 

Graham and Thomas Graham were listed as residing on this lot.  These individuals likely resided in 

houses as illustrated on the 1851 Browne map  (Map 6) along the eastern edge of the lot.  Also indicated 

on Browne’s map is a structure in the southeast corner labeled “Royal Oak”.  Further research indicates 

this was an inn opened in 1820 and operated by Thomas and Alex Moffat.  The corner was often referred 

to as “Moffat’s Corner.”  Broderick, Gwynne and Cooke are all illustrated on the 1860 Tremaine map 

(Map 7).  A school house is the only structure illustrated on the southeast corner of Broderick’s property.  

According to Archaeological Services Incorporated's (ASI) report, Historical Overview and Assessment 

of Archaeological Potential, Don River Watershed, City of Toronto, there was a school built around 1847 

in the northeast corner of Lot 1 Concession III FTB for school section 8 which operated until at least 1890 

(ASI 2006).  It is possible that the school house indicated in the southeast corner of Broderick's property 

is the same one mentioned in the ASI report. 

 

The Miles and Company's 1878 Atlas (Map 8) indicates the property remained much the same as in 1860, 

with the exception that the eastern half lot was now occupied by Isaac Blain.  Blain is illustrated with a 

structure and associated orchard listed near the eastern edge of the property and a laneway extending east 

to the road.  Cook is illustrated with a single structure along the northern edge of his property near the 

northwest corner and adjacent to a large woodlot along the Don River.  There is a laneway extending 

from the structure west to the roadway.  The small parcel of land along the northern edge of Lot 2 

Concession III FTB is registered to Dr. Gwynne with no structures listed on the property.  Additionally, 

an unidentified structure located in the southeast corner of Blain's property is in the location of the school 

house on the 1860 map, but is not labeled as such. 

 

Slight errors are not uncommon for nineteenth century maps and the structure that is illustrated slightly 

out of the East Don Trail study area on the 1878 map (Map 8) may actually fall with the limits of the 

study area.  No structures indicated on nineteenth century maps are located within or adjacent to the study 

area. 

 

Lot 3 Concession III FTB (Fronting the Bay)  

Captain William Damont received the 200 acre grant for Lot 3 Concession III Fronting the Bay in 1798 

from the Crown and sold it in 1804 to Thomas Hamilton.  In 1812, Samuel Ridout is listed as selling the 

property to Colin Drummond.  It is unknown how Ridout acquired the property, but he had worked 

several years in the Surveyor General’s Office and served as the deputy provincial surveyor between 1806 
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and 1807.  He was dismissed of his duties and enlisted in the Military where he served as a lieutenant 

until 1812 when he was promoted to Captain.  Colin Drummond is presumably the son of Sir Gordon 

Drummond, administrator of Upper Canada during the war of 1812.  Drummond retained the property 

until 1831 when he sold the north half to Smith Humphrey and the south half to Henry Devenish.  

Devenish is listed on the 1837 Home District Directory as residing on Lot 3 Concession III “concessions 

from the bay”.   The 1851 Browne map (Map 6) indicates several structures were standing on the eastern 

half of this lot, while the western half remained a wood lot.  Furthermore, the Eastwoods Paper Mill is 

illustrated in the woodlot on the east branch of the Don River.  Unfortunately not much is known of this 

mill, as Eastwood was a proprietor of several mills along the Don River and was the original owner of the 

Lower Mill, later purchased by the Taylor Brothers.  The 1851 personal census return for this area does 

list a Jonathan Eastwood as operating a water powered paper mill.  This same year, Humphrey sold the 

north half to James Warbrick and in 1851, Devenish sold his land to Thomas Plummer, who sold four 

years later to James Leslie.  

 

A Joseph Warbrick and Lessie (Leslie) are illustrated as owning the north and south halves on the1860, 

Tremaine's map (Map 7). No structures are illustrated on the property and there is no indicator that a mill 

was in operation on the Don River at this point in time.   

 

On the Miles and Company's 1878 Atlas (Map 8) James Taylor is listed as the owner of the northern 

hundred acres and Jonathan Coulson is listed as the owner of the southern hundred acres.  Taylor’s 

property was illustrated free of any structures, while Coulson was illustrated with a single structure listed 

along the northern edge of his property with a laneway extending south, and then east to the road.  The 

east branch of the Don River runs south through the western edge of this lot with forest and marsh land on 

either side of it comprising approximately the western 20 acres of the property. 

 

The Eastwood Paper Mill, illustrated on the 1851 Browne map (Map 6) is located directly within the 

study area and potential may exist to locate intact cultural resources.  No structures indicated on 

nineteenth century maps are located within or adjacent to the study area. 

 

Lot 4 Concession III FTB (Fronting the Bay) 

This 200 acre lot was granted to Lewis Vail (also recorded as Vial) by the Crown in 1797 who sold it two 

years later to John McGill.  In 1832, the McGill family sold the property to John H. Dunn who divided 

the lot within the same year and sold the northern 50 acres to Hugh Wilson and the southern hundred 

acres to James Warbrick.  Hugh Wilson is listed on the 1837 Home District Directory as residing on Lot 4 

Concession III From the Bay.  The 1851 Browne map (Map 6) indicates two structures were standing on 

the eastern half of this lot, while the northwest quadrant and southern half remained a wood lot. 

 

In 1852, Dunn sold to James Beatty who in turn sold the property to Joseph Wilson in 1855.  Hugh 

Wilson, Joseph Wilson and Warbrick are all illustrated as owning their respective parcels on the 1860 

Tremaine map (Map 7).  No structures were illustrated. 

 

In 1873, James Taylor acquired the southern hundred acres of the lot.  Hugh Wilson, Joseph Wilson and 

Taylor are all illustrated as owning the land as seen on the Miles and Company's 1878 Atlas (Map 8).  No 

structures are illustrated on the Wilson properties, but Taylor is shown with a single structure and 

associated orchard located near the northeast corner of his parcel.  The Don River runs south through the 

western end of Lot 4 Concession III FTB with forest and marsh land on either side of it comprising 

approximately the western 20 acres of the property. 

 

No structures indicated on nineteenth century maps are located within or adjacent to the study area. 
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Lot 5 Concession III FTB (Fronting the Bay) 

In 1801, the Crown granted George Porter this 200 acre lot who sold it four years later to Parshall Terry.   

Several years later, Terry sold the property to the Honourable Richard Cartwright.  Cartwright divided the 

property in 1832, selling the northern hundred acres to Mark Barker, and in1846 sold the southern 

hundred acres to Hugh Wilson.  The 1851 Browne map (Map 6) indicates several structures were 

standing on the eastern half of this lot, while the western half remained a wood lot. 

 

Barker and Wilson are both illustrated as owning this lot on Tremaine's 1860 map (Map 7).  No structures 

are illustrated on this map.  The 1878 Miles and Company's Atlas (Map 8) illustrates Barker and Wilson 

each with a single structure and associated orchard near the eastern edge of their properties.   

 

No structures indicated on nineteenth century maps are located within or adjacent to the study area. 

 

Lots 6 and 7 Concession III FTB (Fronting the Bay) 

The lot histories for Lots 6 and 7 Concession III Fronting the Bay will be discussed below together, as 

there exists much overlap in ownership, noted in the land registry and land abstract index.  The western 

two hundred acres of Lots 6 and 7 were granted to the Honourable David. W. Smith in 1793 and the 

eastern two hundred acres was granted to Philip Degrassie (de Grassi) in 1833.  Captain Phillip de Grassi, 

a retired British military officer, drew a grant of land along the Don River which encompassed 200 acres 

along the eastern portion of Lots 6 and 7 of Concession III FTB.  Captain de Grassi cleared a portion of 

the land and built a home for himself, his wife and their eight children.  By 1833, de Grassi had had 

erected a saw mill along the river.  Members of the de Grassi family resided there for several years 

despite enduring the hardships of having their house burn to the ground in 1834, their possessions seized 

and stolen during the Rebellion of 1837, and the mill operations eventually fail.  By the 1840's however, it 

appears that most of the de Grassi family had moved back into the city of York proper.   

 

Though the 1851 Browne map (Map 6) indicates no structures were standing on the lot de Grassi resided 

on, it is possible it was missed in error.   

 

The western hundred acres went through several transactions and in 1855, the Taylor Brothers purchased 

the entire western halves of Lots 6 and 7.  John Taylor moved with his family into the area of the Forks of 

the Don and built a large house and then a paper mill in 1845 on the western portions of Lots 6 and 7 

Concession III FTB.  The ‘upper mill’, located one lot north on Lot 7, was the first of three paper mills 

the Taylor family would build over the years along the Don River.  By 1856, there were a total of 22 mills 

located on the east and west branches of the Don and an untold number of associated structures and 

residences.  The Taylor paper mills provided a considerable amount of the paper used by the newspapers, 

government institutions and private residents of the city. 

 

John Taylor and Brothers and de Grassi are both illustrated on Tremaine’s 1860 map (Map 7).  No 

structures are illustrated on Lot 6, but a paper mill and an additional structure was depicted on Lots 7 

along the western branch of the Don River.  Furthermore, the Forks of the Don is illustrated on Lot 6 

where the river branches into the west and east branches of the Don River and a smaller branch in the east 

called Taylor Creek.  In the 1860s, the remaining de Grassi property, the eastern portion of Lots 6 and 7 

Concession III FTB, was sold to the Taylors who now owned much of the land surrounding the forks on 

which they operated their mill and farm.   

 

The Miles and Company's 1878 Atlas (Map 8) indicates the southwestern hundred acres was owned by 

George Taylor with a single structure located near the northern edge of the property on the west side of 

the West Branch of the Don River, and a second structure is located near the southeastern corner of 

George Taylor's property south of present day Don Mills Road.  The northwestern hundred acres and 

eastern 200 acres was owned by Jonathon H. Taylor and Brothers.  Two structures are illustrates in the 
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northwestern quadrant of the southeastern hundred acres adjacent to the Don River, east of present day 

Don Mills Road.   The “upper mill” paper mill is illustrated in the southeastern quadrant of the 

northwestern hundred acres adjacent to a large mill pond.  

 

Around 1890, the upper mill ceased operations and subsequent to this, a portion of the Taylor property 

and farm located at the forks was acquired by Robert Davies who married into the family at the turn of the 

twentieth century.  Remnants of this mill were known to be extant until the late 1950’s as written about 

by Charles Sauriol.  It is known at this time that the Taylor’s farm was called Thorncliffe and the Davies 

family retained that name and operated an extensive horse farm. 

 

At the time the upper mill ceased operations, a Fire Insurance Map (Map 9) was produced by Goad for 

the City of Toronto that  illustrated roads, industries and houses on land south of Eglington Avenue.  

Goad’s map is of particular interest to this study area because it is the only map that illustrates the 

concentration of houses that stood at the Forks of the Don.  Illustrated within the study area on Lot 6, 

structures included are Sauriol’s cottage (prior to his ownership), one unknown structure, and the Taylor 

Brother’s Upper Paper Mill, which is usually indicated as located on Lot 7.  Furthermore, within the study 

area on Lot 7 is the de Grassi cottage, Skelhorne’s, the Taylor/Davies/Thorncliffe house, the Brick 

House/Maybe Family house and two unknown structures.  The Brick House/Mayne Family house is 

labeled as such because Sauriol had written he had no previous knowledge of this house, except that the 

Mayne family had resided within.  In addition to the structures located within the study area, eight 

unknown structures are also illustrated in this cluster of structures. 

 

Numerous structures have been identified on historic maps within or adjacent to the study area.  Based on 

all the historic maps, structures located within or adjacent to the study area on Lot 6 include: two 

unknown structures illustrated on the 1878 map (Map 8); and five unknown structures and Sauriol’s 

cottage as illustrated on the 1890 map (Map 9).  Three structures have been illustrated bordering the 

property line between Lots 6 and 7 and include:  the Taylor and Brothers Upper Paper Mill as illustrated 

on the 1851 (Map 6), 1860 (Map 7), 1878 (Map 8) and 1890 (Map 9) maps;  the Brick House/Mayne 

Family house as illustrated on the 1890 (Map 9) and 1908 (Map 11) maps; and the possible de Grassi 

cottage, which may have been illustrated in the wrong location on maps from 1878 (Map 8) and 1908 

(Map 11).  Lastly, four structures have been illustrated on maps detailing Lot 7, including: the  

Taylor/Davies/Thorncliffe house as illustrated on the 1860 (Map 7), 1878 (Map 8), 1890 (Map 9) and 

1908 maps (Map 11); the de Grassi cottage and the Skelhorne’s house illustrated on the 1890 map (Map 

9); and one unknown structures as illustrated on the 1860 map (Map 7). 

 

Lot 8 Concession III FTB (Fronting the Bay) 

In 1797, the Crown granted Mary Ridont the western hundred acres of Lot 8 Concession III FTB.  Two 

years later, John Ross received the patent for the eastern hundred acres.  Between 1797 and 1833, William 

Baldwin acquired the property, but no sale or grant was recorded on the abstract.  In 1833, Baldwin sold 

the property to John Taylor.  The eastern half went through several hands before Philip de Grassi acquired 

the property in 1838 who in turned sold it to William Graham in 1851.  The 1851 Browne map (Map 6) 

indicates no structures on the lot and that the lot was predominately forested. 

 

Tremaine's 1860 map (Map 7) indicates John Taylor and Brothers owned the west half of the lot while 

William Graham owned the east half of the lot.  Neither parcel of land was illustrated with a structure.  

The Miles and Company's 1878 Atlas (Map 8) indicates the majority of the west half of the lot was 

owned by Jonathon H. Taylor and Brothers and the eastern hundred acres was owned by Thomas Magher.  

No structures were illustrated on Taylor’s or Magher’s property, though a large mill pond is displayed at 

the mouth of the West Branch of the Don River.   

 

No structures indicated on nineteenth century maps are located within or adjacent to the study area. 
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Lot 9 Concession III FTB (Fronting the Bay) 

In 1798, the eastern hundred acres of this lot was granted by the Crown to John Rose in 1798.  It is 

unknown who received the patent for the western hundred acres as the line was left blank on the land 

abstract, however Thomas Ridont was in ownership of the lot in 1809 when he sold the property to 

Quetton St. George.  In 1830, Rose sold his eastern hundred acre property to John Richardson, who sold 

to Simon Washburn in the following year.  This parcel was sold several times within the following year 

until it was purchased by Philip DeGrasse in 1832.  In 1835, the western half was acquired by John 

Taylor. 

 

The 1851 Browne map (Map 6) indicates the lot was free of any structures and remained predominately a 

woodlot.  

 

Tremaine's 1860 map (Map 7) lists William Graham as owning the eastern half, while the western half 

was owned by John Taylor and Brothers.  A small parcel in the northeast corner is owned by P. Johnston 

who is also illustrated as owning the land in the adjacent lot to the north.  No structures are indicated on 

this map.  

 

The Miles and Company's 1878 Atlas (Map 8) indicates Thomas Magher  and the Taylor Brothers as 

owners of this lot. The small parcel in the northeast corner of Taylor’s property is owned by an individual 

with the initials of H.M.  One structure was illustrated on this small parcel.  A structure is also illustrated 

on Magher’s property, with a laneway extending west to Don Mills Road. 

 

No structures indicated on nineteenth century maps are located within or adjacent to the study area. 

 

Lot 10 Concession III FTB (Fronting the Bay) 

This lot was patented by John Peter Carey in 1843 who quickly sold within the same year.  The western 

90 acres were sold to Thomas Elliott and the eastern 110 acres were sold to John Taylor in 1843.  The 

westerly 90 acres was subsequently owned by William Hill (1844), Jacob Snider (1846) and Charles 

Snider (1862).  In 1864, it was bought by John Taylor, and bequeathed to John H. Taylor through his 

estate in 1881.   Part of the easterly 110 acres was sold to Alexander Johnstone in 1879 and ten years later 

an agreement of purchase and sale for a 22 acre parcel of this land was executed in favour of Michael 

Meagher. 

 

The nature of the land usage on this lot has been mixed.  The earliest period combined agrarian pursuits 

with lumbering.  During the late 1830s and early 1840s, Samuel Jacobs had horses on this land, 

undoubtedly employed as a team to haul out the hardwood which he cut from the ravine.  Evidence found 

in the “Township Papers” suggests that this hardwood was burned in order to produce charcoal. 

Unfortunately, the 1842 census is not extant and township assessments are too late in date to shed any 

further light in this matter.  During the 1850s and 1860s a saw mill was operated just south of the point 

where Eglington Avenue East now crosses the West Don River.  The mill was probably operated by 

Charles Snider, who’s estate, according to the 1851 census, consisted of 15 acres of pasture land which 

produced hay, and 75 acres of wild land.  He owned one milch cow, two horses, and produced 65 pounds 

of butter.  He lived with his wife Margaret and infant son in a 1½ story “board and plaster” house.  

 

Tremaine's 1860 map (Map 7) lists John Taylor and Brothers as owning the eastern half of Lot 10 

Concession III FTB with no structures on their property, Charles Sneider as owning the western 75 acres 

with one structure illustrated on the Lot near the Don, and P. Johnstone as owning the remaining 25 acres 

of the lot.  It is worth mentioning that although there is no indication on the 1860 map there were two saw 

mills built and operated between 1851 and 1860 somewhere on this property along the West Don River, 

run first by Charles Snider and then by William Jones (ASI 2006).  It is possible the structure illustrated 
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on Snider’s property is the mill, which appears to be connected to the Don by possible mill races on the 

1860 map.  However, it is not labeled as such. 

 

The 1861 Census return indicates part of this lot was occupied by John Taylor who presumably took over 

the mill operation from Snider.  The Taylor family owned and/or rented some 1,114 acres in this 

Concession upon which they farmed in addition to their operation of saw, flour and paper mills.  Taylor 

lived with his family in a 2½ story frame home with his wife and four children.  Their farm produced 

wheat, peas, oats, potatoes, hay and orchard produce.  Livestock included bulls, steers, milch cows, 

horses, colts, sheep and pigs.  Additional farm produce included wool and barrels of pork for market.  The 

enumerator noted that the Taylor land was ⅔ covered by timber and contained “some excellent mill sites.” 

Their land was valued at $60 per acre which was low “having excellent water powers” and much less than 

the lands of their neighbours valued at $100 per acre. The census also noted the presence of “some 20 

water powers in this ward”.  The farms were said to be well cultivated in this Concession and produced an 

average crop although the weevil had damaged some fields the previous season.  An abundance of fish 

were taken from the Don for home consumption.  Several springs containing mineral water were known 

“but nothing sufficiently plain to warrant particulars”.  Part of the easterly 110 acres was farmed by a 

tenant named George Cudmore, who lived in a 1 story log home with his wife and seven children.  His 

enumeration was similar to that of Taylor, and it was noted that Cudmore owned a “pleasure carriage”.   

A third part of the lot was farmed by a widow named Sarah Johnson who also owned property in 

Concession 1 East of Yonge Street to the north.  It was noted that her family was Catholic, and that her 

husband had died in 1860 from a “sudden cold”.   

 

The 1871 census showed that Lot 10 was divided between John H. Taylor, Alexander Johnston and 

Thomas Maghar. Alexander Johnston was African-American.  His family was Roman Catholic, and 

consisted of his wife, Sarah Ellen, and sisters, Mary and Matilda.  Johnston owned 90 acres, immediately 

east of the bridge area, upon which a house and barn were erected.  His farm equipment consisted of a 

wagon, plough, horse rake and fanning mill.   His crops included wheat, barley, oats, peas, potatoes, hay, 

apples and pears/plums.  Livestock consisted of horses, colts, milch cows, horned cattle, sheep and pigs.  

Additional farm produce consisted of barrels of pork, butter, wool, and firewood.  Thomas Magher was a 

tenant on the Thomas Taylor estate lands on the east half of the lot.  His family consisted of his wife Ellen 

Bridget and their seven children aged between two and 17 years.   

 

The Miles and Company's 1878 Atlas (Map 8) lists Thomas Taylor as sole owner of the east half of Lot 

10 Concession III FTB with no structures listed on the property.  The west half of the lot is listed under 

the ownership of John H. Taylor and Brothers, with two structures illustrated on the property. 

 

No structures indicated on nineteenth century maps are located within or adjacent to the study area.  It is 

unlikely that remnants of Cudmore’s log home are still present in the eastern half of Lot 10 due to the 

construction of the Don Valley Parkway as well as the construction of residential and commercial 

buildings on the property. 

 

The Early and Mid-Twentieth Century along the Don: 

Charles Sauriol and his Cottage at the Forks of the Don 

Any historical discussion of the Don River and Don Valley must include mention of the man who helped 

document so much of the area’s history, geography and happenings.  Sauriol was born in 1904, and grew 

up along the Don River.  He recounts in Pioneers of the Don that he was born within five miles of the 

Forks of the Don, which he only discovered in his early teens through camping trips with the 45
th
 East 

Toronto Troop of Boy Scouts (Sauriol 1995).  An author, beekeeper, conservationist, environmentalist, 

historian and lecturer, Sauriol spent his life researching and documenting the history of the Don Valley.  

An ardent advocate for preserving both the cultural and environmental value and heritage of the Don, he 

was a co-founder of the Don Valley Conservation Association (DVCA) and sat on the executive board of 
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the MTRCA (today the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority).  Sauriol was also chairman of the 

Conservation Areas Advisory Board and  joined the Nature Conservancy of Canada (NCC), becoming the 

executive director until his retirement in 1989.  He also co-founded Trees for Today and Tomorrow and 

was responsible for the TRCA's acquisition of most of the land along the Don River, as well as Bruce's 

Mill, Claremont, Glen Haffy, Cold Creek, and Black Creek Pioneer Village.  Charles Sauriol passed away 

in 1995 at the age of 91 years old.  

 

Today much of the Don Valley has changed from the 1800’s.  Thanks to Sauriol’s love of the Don, much 

of the Don Valley as it stood prior to urbanization can be visited through his collection of stories and 

photographs.   The homes built in response to the demand to produce paper in the City during the 

nineteenth century remained in use well into the 1900s (Image 14 and 15).   Families enjoyed the scenic 

environment and frequently called their homes cottages, where their children were often found playing 

games and sports in the valley and building the occasional fort and camping spots (Image 16 and 17).   

The landscape was lush and offered many activities for both the young and old to enjoy (Image 18 and 

19).  In many of these photos, the original alignment of Don Mills Road is captured as it meanders 

through the valley (Image 20, 21 and 22).  The growth of Toronto saw an increase in construction and 

infrastructure works such as Eglington Avenue East (Image 23), which was recalled as “a sad day” by 

Sauriol in his writing as he watched this road be constructed through the valley.  Additionally, the 

Canadian Northern Railway brought the construction of many bridges that crossed over the Don (Image 

24 through 28) and Sauriol writes in the notes of his photograph collection “they were always building 

bridges”.   

 

Throughout Sauriol’s photographic collection are numerous pictures of his cottage.  It is unknown when 

the cottage was built, but it first appears on the 1890 Goad’s Insurance map (Map 9).   On July 4
th
, 1939 

the Canadian National Railway (CNR) accepted an offer of $1000 by Charles Sauriol to purchase 4.13 

acres of land at the Forks of the Don, including the small, white cottage Sauriol had been renting from the 

C.N.R. between 1927-1928 (Sauriol 1992: 220) (Map 19).  The transaction also included the de Grassi 

cottage and the one acre lot it was situated on, as well as an additional two acres upstream and across the 

river.  Combined, Charles Sauriol’s property spanned over – though was not the entirety of – Lots 6 and 7 

Concession III Fronting the Bay.  The deal was excellent for Sauriol who was given more land than he 

had originally paid for, plus he was able to collect rent payment from a gentleman by the name of Hull 

who was renting the de Grassi cottage.  Located on Lot 7 Concession III Fronting the Bay south of the 

East Branch of the Don River, the Sauriol cottage was a small, rustic structure (Images 29 to 32).  Sauriol 

explains, 

 

“There, during the first years, I experienced rustic living.  I gave up electricity for kerosene 

lamps, tap water for water hand-pumped from a well, a cozy bathroom for an outhouse, gas or 

electric heating for a wood stove and coped with other ‘inconveniences’ which at the time I 

thoroughly enjoyed” (Sauriol 1992: 16). 

 

He and his wife Simone took great pride in maintaining a garden and being bee keepers.  Furthermore, a 

great deal of time was also spent on building foot bridges to access the cottage over the Don from Don 

Mills Road (Images 33 to 36).   

 

In 1954, the Don was hit by Hurricane Hazel which brought severe flooding, destroyed property, and 

many bridges were washed out (Image 37).   Sauriol was forced to move out of his cottage in the 

aftermath of Hurricane Hazel, which was in the floodplains, into the neighbouring de Grassi cottage. This 

second cottage survived the events of the hurricane only because of deliberate action taken by Sauriol 

himself.  He and a man named Joe Giguere placed a slab of concrete they mixed from stones taken from 

the Don and which held up the cottage’s chimney and fireplace and is still in evidence today.  The only 

other markers indicating the location of the ‘de Grassi Place’ are two, steel rails protruding from the river 
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bank upon which once rested the cable bridge Sauriol built over the river, and  the grove of walnut, 

butternut, hemlock, maple and ash Sauriol planted behind his first cottage in 1929. 

 

Canadian National Railway 

In 1907, the Canadian Northern Ontario Railway constructed a rail line through the Don Valley, adjacent 

to the river.  This marked the first time a rail line had been built through the valley and resulted in 

diverting the Don River and significant alterations to the floor of the valley.  In order to facilitate 

sufficient room for building the railway, a large swath was cut through the valley where the line was to be 

built.  Sauriol recounts stories he heard from those who had been around at the time the rail way was put 

in.  He recounts in his book, Trails of the Don (1992), 

 

"Every once in a while we met an old-timer who had known the valley as it was before 

the railway went through…he would say, 'That goldarned railway ruined a lot of this 

valley…It was awful with those steam shovels, horses, dump trucks, and saws.  That poor 

old valley was ripped to pieces" (Sauriol 1992:86). 

 

Sauriol recalls seeing pictures of the construction noting the "… pictures of swarthy men, with big 

handlebar moustaches, tearing into the soil or sitting in what looked like a graveyard but was in effect 

whole slopes of tree stumps" (Sauriol 1992: 86).  By the 1920's the valley's flora had begun to recover, 

but much of the old growth along the path of the rail line and the slopes beside it were trimmed bare.  The 

railway's impact was felt much stronger in the city's centre where a struggle for dominance over the 

shipping and supply trade was ensuing between the established docks and shipyards and the burgeoning 

railway industry.  Besides the cutting of old growth along parts of the valley, the railway affected the 

course of the Don River, though to a much lesser extent than it did the trees.  Of those areas where the 

river was not diverted, large ponds were formed wherein many species of wildlife flourished.  Sauriol 

mentions fresh springs being uncovered through the digging of the railway.  In 1923, the Canadian 

Northern Railway merged with the Canadian National Railway (CNR). 

 

Within the East Don Trail study area, the CNR crosses the Don River five times: once over the west 

branch of the Don River and the remainder over the east branch.  None of these bridges are thought to be 

original to the construction of the track in 1907. 

 

Ontario Hydro Lines 

Power lines pass through the East Don Trail study area on lots 3, 4 and 8 Concession III FTB. It is 

unknown exactly when the hydro lines were put in through the Don Valley, but were likely built between 

1921and 1932.  This is illustrated through available topographic maps where the 1921 Topographic Map 

(Map 16) indicates no power lines and the 1932 Topographic Map (Map 17) illustrates power lines. 

Furthermore, Sauriol writes in his book Trails of the Don that his cottage was equipped with power in 

1928 but he did not use it (1992:172). 

 

Don Valley Parkway 

The construction of the Don Valley Parkway DVP was a major undertaking that changed the Don Valley.  

Initial plans took root in 1946 and the final plans were completed in 1855 by engineering company 

Fenco-Harris.  Extensive civil engineering was required to construct this part of the parkway through the 

valley and included the rerouting 3.2 km of the Don River, the installation of 1.6 km of reinforced 

retaining walls, and the removal of two hills. One of these hills, Tumper's Hill, was located near the Don 

Mills Road at the Forks and stood 36 metres higher than it does today, the earth being extracted for fill to 

build the DVP.  The first section was completed in 1961 between Bloor Street and Eglinton Avenue.  In 

1963, the section between Eglinton Avenue and Lawrence Avenue opened to commuters and was fully 

completed by 1967.  Sadly, the completion of the Don Valley Parkway saw Sauriol’s beloved cottage, 

property and surrounding community at the Forks of the Don demolished.   
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Summary 

The East Don Trail study area has demonstrated the potential to locate intact cultural heritage resources in 

the form of archaeological sites.  The presence of early milling activities and lush forests made these 

lands a desirable location for families and potential mill workers to call home.  However, not every aspect 

of potential interest today would have been illustrated on historic maps and it is possible that 

outbuildings, such as shanties were located on some of the properties that are not illustrated on nineteenth 

century maps.  Consequently, the possibility remains that farm middens, outbuildings or tenant structures 

may still exist within the property limits.  Table 1 is a summary of the structures identified within and 

adjacent to the study area, based on the historic map review.  Structures that were considered adjacent to 

the study area were listed below if it was considered possible that related farm structures or features to 

their homes might have archaeological potential within the study area. 

 

Table 1 Summary of Structures Identified within and adjacent to the Study Area 

 

Lot Con Structure Name 1
8

5
1
 

1
8

6
0
 

1
8

7
8
 

1
8

9
0
 

1
9

0
8
 

Structure 

Type 

Within or 

Adjacent to Study 

Area 

2 IV EYS Unknown 
  

x 
  

House adjacent 

3 IV EYS Unknown 
  

x 
 

x House adjacent 

2 III FTB Unknown 
  

x 
 

x House adjacent 

3 III FTB Eastwoods Paper Mill x 
    

Paper Mill within 

6 III FTB Sauriol Cottage 
   

x x House within 

6 III FTB Unknown 
  

x 
  

House adjacent 

6 III FTB Unknown 
  

x 
  

House adjacent 

6 III FTB Unknown 
   

x 
 

House within 

6 III FTB Unknown 
   

x 
 

House within 

6 III FTB Unknown 
   

x 
 

House adjacent 

6 III FTB Unknown 
   

x 
 

House adjacent 

6 III FTB Unknown 
   

x 
 

House adjacent 

6 & 7 III FTB 
Taylor & Brother's Upper 

Paper Mill 
x x x x 

 
Paper Mill adjacent 

6 & 7 III FTB 
Brick House/Mayne 

Family    
x x House within 

6 & 7 III FTB 
Possible de Grassi 

Cottage   
x 

 
x 

Possible 

House 
within 

7 III FTB Taylor/Davies/Thorncliffe 
 

x x x x House adjacent 

7 III FTB de Grassi Cottage 
   

x 
 

House within 

7 III FTB Skelhorne's 
   

x 
 

House within 

7 III FTB Unknown 
 

x 
   

Possible 

House 
within 

 

2.2 Archaeological Context 

The general geography and geology, previous sites registered in the vicinity of the study area and 

previous archaeological research were reviewed to provide archaeological context for the current study 

area.   
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2.2.1 General Geography and Geology 

The study area is located within the Don River watershed in the City of Toronto.  The Don River 

watershed has provided sustenance for humans for over 12,000 years and today flows through heavily 

urbanized areas.  In fact, it is the most urban river in Canada.  The entire watershed is approximately 360 

square kilometres in size.  The source of the 38 kilometre long river is the Oak Ridges Moraine.  

Interestingly, the Don River is a misfit or underfit river with floodplains as wide as four hundred metres 

yet the river is only 15 metres wide.  The Don River once provided the eastern boundary of the original 

settlement of Toronto along Lake Ontario.  The river splits into eastern and western branches 

approximately seven kilometres north of the lake.      

 

The study area is located primarily within the greenspace of the East Don River valleylands.  The 

greenspace is a wooded area with overgrown vegetation interspersed with some meadow land.  Steep 

slopes are found within the valleylands, and in some areas these slopes are subject to on-going episodes of 

erosion.  The soil profile along the East Don River is bottomland, an alluvial soil with variable drainage 

that is associated with hydrological activities.  A variety of other soils are located within the study area, 

including Woburn loam, Fox sandy loam, and Peel clay.  Woburn Loam is a grey-brown podzolic with 

good drainage and few stones.  Fox sandy loam is also a grey-brown podzolic that is stonefree and with 

good drainage.  Finally, Peel clay is a grey-brown podzolic with imperfect drainage and is stonefree.     

2.2.2 Known Archaeological Sites Within the Study Area 

A review of the Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and Sport’s Ontario Archaeological Sites Database 

revealed that one archaeological site has been previously registered within the boundaries of the East Don 

Trail Study Area, and that no additional archaeological sites have been registered within one kilometre of 

the study area (Table 2).  

 

Table 2   Archaeological Resources within the East Don Trail Study Area 

 

Site Name Borden # Site Type Affiliation Lot Concession Researcher 

Sauriol AkGt-052 Homestead EuroCanadian 6 III Burgar 1999 

 

The Sauriol site (AkGt-052) is a EuroCanadian site that was identified in 1999 by the Toronto and Region 

Conservation Authority (TRCA).  The site is located north of the junction between Taylor Creek and the 

East Don River.  In total, 207 artifacts were collected from an area measuring approximately 175 square 

metres.  Of these items, the majority were brick fragments, through nails, ceramics, and faunal items were 

also recovered.  An analysis of the assemblage indicated they were typical of a mid-nineteenth century 

homestead of low to middle socioeconomic status.  Further assessment was not recommended.   

2.2.3 Previous Archaeological and Heritage Assessments  

Two reports documents fieldwork that has occurred within the current study area, or within 50 metres of 

the current study area.  One report, entitled, Archaeological Assessment of TRCA Property in 

Metropolitan Toronto, Don River Access Road, Lots 6-7, Concession 3, Borough of East York, 

Metropolitan Toronto ( DON-99-2) (CIF 1999-16-009 ) (TRCA 1999), details fieldwork that occurred 

within the current study area north of the Forks of the Don.  This assessment resulted in the identification 

of an archaeological site, registered as the Sauriol site (AkGt-052), and the report recommended that no 

further archaeological assessment was required. 
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The second report detailing fieldwork within 50 metres of the study are is entitled, Stage 1 

Archaeological Assessment (Background Research and Property Inspection) GO Transit Environmental 

Assessment, Transit Project Assessment Process, Don Valley Parkway Bus By-Pass Lands, City of 

Toronto, Ontario, Revised (ASI 2012).  The entire project area was described as heavily disturbed, and 

did not require further assessment. 

2.3 Built Heritage Context  

Several built heritage inventories were reviewed in order to determine if the study area contained any 

identified built heritage resources.  The built heritage resources discussed in this report include built 

features such as parks and rail lines, and known heritage resources such as municipally designated and 

listed structures, as well as cemeteries, plaques, bridges, and cultural heritage landscapes.   Built features 

are included in this section as their construction often has an impact on the landscape.  Built features also 

can act as gateways for historical interpretation to the public, and are thus important to examine in more 

detail for plaques and interpretive signage.  For the East Don Trail project, all built heritage resources and 

built features within one kilometre of the study area have been included, and are detailed below (Map 

20). 

 

2.3.1 Identified Built Features 

 

Charles Sauriol Conservation Reserve 

Located within the Don Valley, Charles Sauriol Conservation Reserve is predominantly undeveloped 

parkland covering an area that stretches from Lawrence Avenue East south to the Forks of the Don River.  

Opened in 1989, the park is home to the Charles Sauriol Conservation Area Trail.  The trail is 3.9km 

long, with a mix of asphalt and compacted soil for ground cover.  Activities include hiking, walking, and 

cycling (Ontario Trails Council 2013).  The park also includes an experimental water purification project 

called the Elevated Wetlands project, which is sponsored by the Canadian Plastics Industry Association 

(CPIA) showing the use of plastics towards helping to sustain wetland ecosystems.  There is a plaque in 

the park dedicated to the founder, Charles Sauriol, a dedicated conservationist, who was a major driving 

force behind the creation of the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority. 

 

Ernest Thompson Seton Park 

Located in North York beside the Ontario Science Centre, near the intersection of Leslie Street and 

Eglington Avenue, Ernest Thompson Seton Park is one of several public parks forming a green corridor 

down the Don Valley.  Situated along the West Don branch of the Don River, this park offers, hikers and 

cyclists the opportunity to explore nature within an urban environment.  There are walking trails 

throughout the park, as well as, Nordic skiing and equestrian trails, a disc golf centre, three fire pits, and 

the city's only public archery range.  There is a wetland within the park and a part asphalt, part gravel trail 

approximately 2kms long.  The land for the park was obtained in the 1960's as the site for the Metro 

Toronto Zoo, but was later chosen to be used as parkland and the location of the Ontario Science Centre. 

 

Flemingdon Park Golf Club 

Established in the early 1960's Flemingdon Park Golf Club is a family owned and operated, public golf 

course located along St. Dennis Drive south of Eglington Avenue East and east of the Don Valley 

Parkway.  The club is partnered with the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority.  This nine hole 

golf course is on the west side of the Don River and incorporated into the EDT study area. 

 

Linkwood Lane Park 

Linkwood Lane Park is another one of the parks located within the Don River Valley, comprising a green 

belt of connected trails.  Featuring a children's playground, a soccer field and a baseball diamond, 
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Linkwood is located south of Flemingdon Park Golf Course along Linkwood Lane on the west side of the 

East Branch of the Don River, just to the north of the Forks of the Don. 

 

Railways 

One rail line is located within the study area.  In 1907, the Canadian  Northern Ontario Railway blazed a 

path through the densely forested and deeply sloped Don Valley, and laid tracks.  This rail line, also 

known as the Don Branch was purchased by the Canadian National Railway (C.N.R.) in 1923 and 

operated until 1990.  C.N.R. sold the railway line to Go in 2009 and presently is used by the public as an 

unofficial trail through the Don Valley.  

 

2.3.2 Existing Cultural Heritage Resources 

 

Heritage Register 

The Ontario Heritage Act (OHA) gives municipal heritage advisory committees the responsibility of 

researching and recommending to municipal council properties of cultural value or interest. The 

properties are recorded and monitored through a heritage register as designated (under the OHA) or listed 

(non-designated properties with cultural heritage interest or value that may become candidates for 

designation). 

 

The City of Toronto register is compiled by the City’s Heritage Preservation Services and makes 

recommendations to City Council of properties that should be included on the inventory or designated 

under the OHA.  Presently, no heritage properties are known to be located immediately within or adjacent 

to the study area.  However, seven listed properties, one designated property, and one demolished 

property are known to be located within one kilometre of the study area (Table 3).  Of the listed 

properties, three are residential and include the Mary Pickford House (built in 1943), the Milne House 

(built in 1865), and the Flemmingdon Park Apartments (built in 1962).  Two of the listed properties are 

commercial buildings and include the Janssen-Ortho Pharmaceuticals building (built in 1955) and the 

Ontario Science Centre (built in 1967).  The Bata International building, indicated in the heritage register 

as being demolished, was also a commercial building.  One cultural centre and one school are also listed 

within one kilometre of the study area, and are named the Japanese Canadian Cultural Centre (built in 

1963) and the Gateway Boulevard Public School, respectively.  Finally, a single designated structure is 

located within one kilometre of the study area, and is known as St. Jude’s Church (built in 1848). 

  

Table 3 City of Toronto’s Listed and Designated Heritage Features within One Kilometres of the 

Study Area 

 

Name Address Lot Concession 
Structure 

Type 
Year Built Condition 

Mary Pickford 

House 

90 Glenwood 

Crescent. 
5 II (FTB) Residential 1943 Listed 

Bata 

International 

59 Wynford 

Drive 
1, 2 III (EYS) Commercial 1965 Demolished 

Japanese 

Canadian 

Cultural Centre 

123 Wynford  

Drive 
2 III (EYS) 

Cultural 

Centre 
1963 Listed 

Janssen-Ortho 

Pharmaceuticals 

19 Green Belt  

Drive 
3 III (EYS) Commercial 1955 Listed 

Milne House 

1185 

Lawrence 

Avenue E 

5 IV (EYS) Residential 1865 Listed 

Gateway 

Boulevard 

55 Gateway 

Blvd 
8 III (FTB) School 1966 Listed 
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Name Address Lot Concession 
Structure 

Type 
Year Built Condition 

Public School 

Ontario Science 

Centre 

770 Don 

Mills Road 
10 III FTB Commerical 1967 Listed 

Flemmingdon 

Park 

Apartments 

10-12 St. 

Dennis Dr 
10 III (FTB) Residential 1962 Listed 

St. Jude’s 

Church 

1745 Victoria 

Park Avenue 
35 D Church 1848 Designated 

 

Cemeteries 

While no known cemeteries have been established within the study area, two cemeteries have been 

established within one kilometre of the study area (Table 4). One cemetery is known as the Fitzpatrick’s 

Appointment (Wesleyan Methodist) Cemetery, which was established at the southwest corner of 

Lawrence Avenue East and Victoria Park Avenue (ASI 2006).  The first recorded burial in this cemetery 

is that of David Heron in 1846 (ASI 2006).  The frame church (built in the 1840s) which once stood at 

this location was sold in 1880 and was moved to Scarborough (ASI 2006).  Burials continued to be placed 

in this cemetery until at least 1912, and all but one of the burials were destroyed in 1985 (ASI 2006). In 

1982 a cairn was erected to commemorate this pioneer cemetery (ASI 2006).  A second cemetery was 

established also near the intersection between Lawrence Avenue East and Victoria Park, and is the 

Fitzpatrick Family Burying Ground.  The first recorded burial in this cemetery is that of Jane Fitzpatrick 

in 1837 (ASI 2006).   

 

Table 4  Cemeteries within One Kilometres of the Study Area 

 

 

Plaques 

One plaque has been erected within the East Don Trail study area, and a second plaque has been erected 

within one kilometre of the study area.   

 

The Charles Sauriol Conservation Reserve plaque is located on old Don Mills Road between the new 

alignment of Don Mills and the Don Valley Parkway and is located within the study area.  This plaque 

was erected by the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority to honour Charles Sauriol who is fondly 

remembered for his perseverance in preserving natural areas in Ontario.  Born in Toronto, he had a great 

fondness for the Don River and wrote several books regarding the pioneers, trails and his daily life while 

living at the Forks of the Don. 

 

The plaque reads as follows: 

 

In 1831, on this site at the Forks of the Don, then known as the Boatbildery, Capt. 

Philippe De Grassi, a veteran of the Napoleonic Wars, drew a grant of 80 ha on which he 

settled with his family.  

 

In the early 1920's, Charles Sauriol of the 45th East Toronto Troop of Boy Scouts 

camped in this valley, and so began his career as a conservationist.  

Name Address Lot Concession 
Structure 

Type 

Year 

Built 
Condition 

Fitzpatrick 

Appointment Cemetery 

Lawrence Avenue E and 

Victoria Park Avenue 
4 IV (EYS) Cemetery 1841 

Pioneer 

Cemetery 

Fitzpatrick Burial 

Ground 

Lawrence Avenue E and 

Victoria Park Avenue 
5 IV (EYS) Cemetery 1837 Unregistered 
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In 1927, Charles Sauriol acquired part of the De Grassi Tract. From that date, he 

dedicated himself to the preservation of the Don Valley's natural resources.  

 

His lifelong determination and dream of the East Valley of the Don protected as a 

publicly-owned conservation reserve became a reality on September 6, 1989. 

 

The Fitzpatrick Appointment/Wexford Cemetery plaque is located within one kilometre of the study area 

on the southwest corner of Lawrence Avenue East and Victoria Park Avenue.  It is unknown who erected 

this plaque, but it reads as follows: 

Originally "Fitzpatrick Appointment." 

Established in 1841 by the Wesleyan Methodist congregation in Wexford. Conveyed to 

the Canadian Methodist Church in 1884, then to the United Church of Canada in 1925. 

Declared a Pioneer Cemetery in 1982 by the City of North York. Remnants of the 

gravestones are buried in the base of this cairn, and legible inscriptions are recorded with 

the Archives of Ontario. This cairn is dedicated to the memory of the early pioneers.  

 

May they rest in peace. 

 

Two additional plaques are located beyond two kilometres of the East Don Trail study area, however they 

are of particular significance to the study area.  They include the Taylor Cemetery plaque, located at the 

corner of Hopedale Avenue and O’Connor Drive, and the Todmorden Mills plaque located at Todmorden 

Mills Road and Pottery Road. 

 

Bridges 

While there are no registered historic bridges located within study area, the concrete arch truss bridge 

noted by Sauriol (1984) abuts the study area.  This bridge was erected in 1921 over top of an older iron 

bridge, which has an unknown date of construction.   

 

Cultural Heritage Landscapes 

There are no known cultural heritage landscapes within or adjacent to the study area.
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3.0 ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

The determination of archaeological potential can be ascertained through various research routes.  In the 

present Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment, archaeological potential is determined based on available 

potential modeling, proximity to known archaeological sites, proximity to known built heritage resources 

and cultural heritage landscapes, and potential for encountering EuroCanadian structures based on a 

nineteenth century map review.  This data was tempered with an analysis of aerial photographs, not only 

to determine additional archaeological potential, but also to identify alterations to the land which may 

have impacted both Aboriginal and EuroCanadian sites within the study area.   

   

Archaeological Site Predictive Models 

Archaeological Site Predictive Models (ASPM) are tools used to assist in determining the probability of 

encountering archaeological sites.  Probability models are created under careful consideration of several 

variables including: distance to water, stream order, soil type, drainage, physiographic region, degree of 

slope, proximity to registered archaeological sites, and degree of disturbance. 

 

In 1990, the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority’s Archaeological Master Plan was designed for 

use by TRCA project planners in order to assess the potential for cultural resources within a particular 

property.  The model employs High, Medium and Low probability categories based on the several 

variables noted above.  The three most significant factors that determine settlement location of past 

peoples are close proximity to water, well drained soils, and flat to gently sloping terrain.  While the 

model does not forecast exact site locations, it does present a generalized prediction based on the known 

settlement patterns of PreContact and EuroCanadian settler populations.  The accuracy of such models 

has not been thoroughly studied and compared with archaeological finds in the last two decades, however, 

it is quite clear that most sites are located in high probability areas.  A scenario where archaeological 

potential is nil occurs when there is reliable, convincing data to determine that a location has been 

thoroughly disturbed and that no potential remains for intact archaeological resources to survive.  

Nevertheless, even in areas of disturbance, there is still the possibility to encounter deeply buried deposits 

containing cultural resources.  Low potential is often found in low lying wetlands and scenarios like this 

greatly reduce the potential for encountering archaeological sites, except in small pockets of undisturbed 

land at higher elevated locations within the study area.  

 

It should be stressed that accessible water is one of the most fundamental influences on human settlement 

and is therefore a major indicator of archaeological potential.  In its 2011 Standards and Guidelines, The 

Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport notes that archaeological sites are likely to be discovered in 

project and study areas that are within 300 metres of primary water source (lakes, rivers, streams and 

creeks), secondary water sources (intermittent streams and creeks, springs, marshes and swamps) and 

features that indicate past or ancient water sources (glacial lake shorelines).  Thus, areas with high 

probability to contain PreContact cultural resources are approximately within 300 metres of a water 

source with good soil drainage and level to gently undulating topography.  

 

An application of TRCA’s ASPM indicates that the entirety of the project area can be considered an area 

of high potential, with the exception of steep slopes which are considered medium potential, for the 

presence of archaeological resources (Map 22).  This is based on distance to water, drainage and slope, 

and does not take into consideration disturbance to the land.  The project area is situated primarily on grey 

brown podzolics with good drainage.  Within the floodplain of the river, Bottom Land Muck is present, 

which is a variable alluvial deposit that is associated with hydrological activities.  The combination of the 

various aforementioned variables significantly adds to the archaeological potential of the area. Within the 

Greater Toronto Area’s watersheds, nearly 80% of all Aboriginal archaeological sites have been located 

in these high potential areas.  Accordingly, there is a strong possibility that additional archaeological sites 
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may be identified within the study area.  The City of Toronto potential model also indicates that the 

project area has archaeological potential (Map 23) and this model takes into consideration previous 

development. 

 

Proximity to Known Archaeological Sites 

A review of the Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and Sport’s Ontario Archaeological Sites Database 

(OASD) revealed that one archaeological site has been previously registered within the boundaries of the 

East Don Trail study area, and no additional archaeological sites have been registered within one 

kilometre of the study area.  However, few archaeological assessments have been conducted within the 

study area which likely accounts for the lack of registered sites in the area.  As a result, the potential for 

encountering archaeological sites remains high. 

 

Proximity to Known Built and Natural Heritage Resources 

Several inventories were reviewed in order to determine if the local study area contained any identified 

built heritage resources or built features.  Built heritage resources include municipally designated and 

listed structures, as well as cemeteries, plaques, bridges, and cultural heritage landscapes.  Built features 

include areas such as parks, railways and roads.    

 

While no designated or listed built heritage resources were identified within the study area, the Charles 

Sauriol Conservation Reserve plaque is located in the parking lot attached to the park on Old Don Mills 

Road.  The built heritage resources search was expanded to account for built heritage resources located 

within one kilometre of the local study area (Map 20).  This expanded survey identified one designated 

structure, eight listed structures, two cemeteries, one plaque, one bridge, and no known cultural heritage 

landscapes.  These heritage resources are considered outside the study area, and will  not be affected by 

the East Don Trail Project. 

 

Several built features were also identified within the study area and include the Charles Sauriol 

Conservation Reserve, Ernest Thomspon Seton Park, Flemingdon Park Golf Club, Linkwood Land Park, 

and the Canadian National Railway.   Furthermore, a concrete arch truss bridge over Old Don Mills Road 

which abuts the study area, while not listed or designated on the City of Toronto’s heritage register, the 

bridge may be regarded as a significant feature to the history of the Forks of the Don.   

 

Twenty and Twenty-First Century Alterations to the Land 

The urbanization of the Don Valley and its surroundings are illustrated through aerial photography dating 

between 1949 and 1989 (Images 3 to 7), as well as through topographic maps dating between 1909 and 

1949 (Maps 12 to 17).  A review of these maps indicates the majority of the local study area has not been 

heavily disturbed by twentieth century construction.  A few exceptions include construction activities near 

the Forks of the Don and the construction of the Don Valley Parkway itself, which may have impacted the 

western edge of the local study area.  Additional disturbances may have resulted from the realignment of 

Don Mills Road, the construction of the Hydro Corridor, and the construction of the Canadian National 

Railway, which has heavily impacted the tract of land upon which it is located.  Another known source of 

disturbance can be attributed to seasonal flooding, with several severe floods occurring in the nineteenth 

century and culminating with the highly destructive flood of 1954, associated with Hurricane Hazel.  

Without doubt, the mid-twentieth century urban sprawl rapidly changed the environment and led to a 

significantly different looking landscape than of that dating to before 1900.    

 

Potential for Encountering PreContact Sites 

While no PreContact archaeological sites have been discovered within one kilometre of the East Don 

Trail study area, the lack of site is likely due to the limited number of archaeological assessments within 

the study area, rather than the nature of the study area itself.  The Don River and surrounding area would 

have offered rich resources such as fish, waterfowl and game which would have been exploited as part of 
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a people’s seasonal round.  As a result, there is potential for encountering PreContact sites within the 

study area. 

 

Potential for Encountering EuroCanadian Structures 

While EuroCanadian and other PostContact settlement were dictated by the same needs as those of 

PreContact peoples, environmental constraints were lessened due to land clearances and road building.  

However, primary and permanent water resources were crucial for establishing mills, which were vital for 

further settlement.  Areas with high probability to contain EuroCanadian sites are typically within 100 

metres from historic transportation routes. These routes, in many cases, have a similar alignment to 

modern roads.  Based on the variables for archaeological predictive modeling, the study area would be 

expected to demonstrate high potential for EuroCanadian sites (Map 24). 

 

An extensive review of nineteenth and early twentieth century cartographic documents, including historic 

and topographic maps as well as twentieth century aerial photographs, was conducted to determine if 

there was potential for encountering EuroCanadian structures within the local study area.  The review 

included historic maps (Maps 5, 6, 7 and 11), insurance maps (Maps 9 and 10) topographic maps (Map 

12 to 17) and aerial photographs (Images 3 to 7).  These maps and images have revealed that the study 

area has not been subjected to heavy disturbances during the first half of the twentieth century, where it 

remained a natural greenspace. 

 

Several structures have been identified within the study area, or in close proximity to the study area and 

are outlined in Table 1.  In addition to this table, eight additional structures remain unidentified and are 

included in the concentration of houses that stood in this area in1890 (Map 9).  These nineteenth century 

houses were built at the Forks of Don, likely in response to the milling activities occurring in the area 

including that of the Taylor Brother’s “Upper Mill.” Records indicate many of the houses were 

continuously inhabited into the early twentieth century.   

 

Several of these structures were illustrated on twentieth century topographic maps and aerials.  In the 

1909 (Map 12) and 1915 (Map 13) topographic maps the de Grassi and Sauriol cottages are illustrated, as 

is the Brick House/Mayne Family home and three structures on the west side of Don Mills Road which 

abut the study area.  The 1918, 1921 and 1932 topographic maps (Maps 14, 15 and 16) illustrate similar 

structures, with the exception of there being only two structures abutting the study area.  Missing from the 

1949 topographic map (Map 17) is Sauriol and de Grassi’s cottage which was known to be standing at 

the time Hurricane Hazel hit Toronto in 1954.  The Brick House/Mayne Family home and the two 

structures on the west side of Don Mills Road were still standing in 1949. 

 

Aerial photographs are often great sources to review in order to identify not only disturbances within 

study areas, but also the extent of natural greenspaces and river alignments.  Often these greenspaces hide 

potential structures within study areas, which is the case with the East Don Trail study area.  The 

Thorncliffe house is visible on the 1949 aerial (Image 3), as are the gardens and orchards of Sauriol’s 

cottage.  In the 1954 aerial (Image 4), the same built features noted above continue to be visible, as are 

two additional structures.  The first is the Brick House/Mayne Family home and the second is an 

unknown structure near the southern edge of the study area between Don Mills Road and the east branch 

of the Don River.  Of interest on this 1954 aerial is the visibility of Sauriol’s cable bridge.  The aerials 

from 1967 (Image 5), 1978 (Image 6) and 1989 (Image 7) illustrate the drastic changes to the East Don 

Trail study area including the new alignment of Don Mills Road, the Don Valley Parkway, and the 

manicured parks of Charles Sauriol Conservation Reserve and Ernest Thompson Seton Park.  

 

Map 24 is a summary of nineteenth century archaeological potential based on the extensive review of 

cartographic documents including historic maps, topographic maps and aerial photography.  The 
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following represents a summary of identified potential within the East Don Trail study area, discussed and 

divided by northern and southern halves. 

 

North Half – Map 25 

Two structures were identified on the 1878 map (Map 8) outside of the EDT study area, however there is 

potential to find the remains of associated structures to the house, such as barns, privies and middens 

towards the eastern boundary of the study area. 

- Miles and Co. 1878 map (Map 8): Robert Hunter  

- Miles and Co. 1878 map (Map 8): Samuel Martin 

 

South Half – Map 26 

Several structures have been identified as located within and adjacent to the East Don Trail study area 

(Table 1) and are listed below, in summary, of their earliest illustrated date: 

- Browne 1851 map (Map 6): Eastwoods Paper Mill and the Saw and Paper Mill (Taylor & 

Brother’s) 

- Tremaine’s 1860 map (Map 7): Taylor/Davies/Thorncliffe and one unknown structure 

- Miles and Co. 1878  (Map 8):  one unknown structure on William Cook’s property, one unknown 

structure on John Taylor’s property and one unknown structure on George Taylor’s property. 

- Goads 1890 (Map 9): Charles Sauriol’s cottage, the de Grassi cottage, Brick House/ Mayne 

Family home, one unknown structure on Robert Davies’ property and one unknown structure on 

John Taylor’s property. 

 

Additionally, two structures identified during archival research were never noted on nineteenth century 

cartographic materials and potential may exist to encounter these cultural resources.  These include de 

Grassi’s original house that burned down in the first half of the century and the saw mill Philip de Grassi 

built when he acquiring the eastern halves of Lots 6 and 7 Concession III FTB in 1833. 

 

Presently, the northern, eastern, and southern edges of the study area limits are bounded by mid-twentieth 

century subdivisions, and the western edges of the study area are bounded by the Don Valley Parkway.  It 

is currently unknown to what degree these developments have disturbed the land.  This is particularly true 

for the properties in the subdivisions that are located on the edges of the tableland overlooking the East 

Don valleylands.  Potential may exist to locate intact cultural heritage resources in the backyards of these 

properties, including the backyards located on the following streets: Anewen Drive, Ruscica Drive, Salvi 

Crescent, Pitcairn Crescent, Elvanston Drive and Eccleston Drive. 

 

The East Don Trail study area has demonstrated the potential to locate intact cultural heritage resources in 

the form of archaeological sites.  The presence of the Don River and transportation routes such as Dundas 

Street, made these lands a desirable location to call home as illustrated on nineteenth century maps.  

However, not every aspect of potential interest today would have been illustrated on these historic maps.  

It is possible that outbuildings, such as shanties were located on some of the properties that are not 

illustrated on nineteenth century maps.  Consequently, the possibility remains that farm middens, 

outbuildings or tenant structures may still exist within the property limits. 

 

Areas assessed as having archaeological potential based on the analysis depicted above are illustrated on 

Maps 24, 25 and 26.  The study area has been subjected to disturbance around twentieth century 

construction activities including the C.N.R. railway, the realignment of Don Mills Road and the Don 

Valley Parkway.  Furthermore, the study area may have been impacted from surrounding urban 

development and weather events that may have altered the rivers alignment 
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4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The review of latent geographic and cultural features, with careful consideration of available aerial 

photography, has indicated that the East Don Trail study area has the potential for buried cultural 

resources (Maps 24, 25, and 26).   

 

It is therefore recommended that: 

 
- A Stage 2 archaeological assessment is required in all of the areas identified as holding potential 

(Maps 24, 25 and 26) prior to any ground disturbing activities within the boundaries of the study 

area.   

 

o In specific reference to the East Don Trail project, a Stage 2 archaeological assessment 

will be required for the preferred alternative trail alignment, as well as any staging areas, 

temporary access roads, and other areas of potential construction impact, prior to the 

finalization of the detailed design and construction of the trail. 

 

- Future areas determined for construction that are not covered by this Stage 1 archaeological such 

as staging areas, temporary access roads, etc., should also be subject to a Stage 1, and if 

recommended, a Stage 2 archaeological assessment. 
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Advice on Compliance with Legislation 
 

 

a) This report is submitted to the Minister of Tourism and Culture as a condition of licensing in 

accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, c 0.18. The report is reviewed 

to ensure that it complies with the standards and guidelines that are issued by the Minister, and 

that the archaeological fieldwork and report recommendations ensure the conservation, protection 

and preservation of the cultural heritage of Ontario. When all matters relating to archaeological 

sites within the project area of a development proposal have been addressed to the satisfaction of 

the Ministry of Tourism and Culture, a letter will be issued by the ministry stating that there are 

no further concerns with regard to alterations to archaeological sites by the proposed 

development. 

 

b) It is an offence under Sections 48 and 69 of the Ontario Heritage Act for any party other than a 

licensed archaeologist to make any alteration to a known archaeological site or to remove any 

artifact or other physical evidence of past human use or activity from the site, until such time as a 

licensed archaeologist has completed archaeological fieldwork on the site, submitted a report to 

the Minister stating that the site has no further cultural heritage value or interest , and the report 

has been filed in the Ontario Public Register of Archaeology Reports referred to in Section 65.1 

of the Ontario Heritage Act. 

  

c) Should previously undocumented archaeological resources be discovered, they may be a new 

archaeological site and therefore subject to Section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act. The 

proponent or person discovering the archaeological resources must cease alteration of the site 

immediately and engage a licensed consultant archaeologist to carry out archaeological fieldwork, 

in compliance with Section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act. 

 

TRCA Archaeology Resource Management Services:  (416) 661-6600 ext. 5419 

City of Toronto, Heritage Preservation Services:  (416) 392-1975 

Programs and Services Branch of the Ministry of Tourism, Culture & Sport:  (416) 314-7144 

 

d) The Cemeteries Act, R.S.O. 1990 c. C.4 and the Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act, 

2002, S.O. 2002, c.33 (when proclaimed in force) require that any person discovering human 

remains must notify the police or coroner and the Registrar of Cemeteries at the Ministry of 

Consumer Services. 

  
 Toronto Regional Police: (416) 808-4960 

 Registrar of Cemeteries at the Ministry of Consumer Services: (416) 326-8392 

 

e) Archaeological sites recommended for further archaeological fieldwork or protection remain 

subject to Section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act and may not be altered, or have artifacts 

removed from them, except by a person holding an archaeological license 
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Appendix A: Images 
 

 

 

 
 

Image 1 Playters Bridge over the Don, sketch by Lady Simcoe 

Image 2 Skinner’s Mill on the Don, sketch by Lady Simcoe 
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Image 3 1949 Aerial Photograph 
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Image 4 1954 Aerial Photograph 
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Image 5 1967 Aerial Photograph 
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Image 6 1978 Aerial Photograph 
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Image 7 1989 Aerial Photograph 
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 Image 9 Bridge over Taylor Creek (Sauriol 1984) 

Image 8 Tumpers Hill behind Sauriol’s cottage (Sauriol’s Fonds, Toronto Archives) 
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Image 10 Iron Bridge over Don River, just before Folks (Sauriol 1991) 

Image 11 Concrete Bridge built in 1921, replaced Iron Bridge (Sauriol 1984)    
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Image 12 Taylor & Brother’s 1878   (Miles & Co.) 
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Image 13 Remnants of Upper Mill, 1930 (Sauriol 1995)    

Image 14 Looking north towards Don Mills Road (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives) 
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Image 15 South of the Forks, Don Mills Rd on the left (Sauriol 1995)    

Image 16 Kids playing by the Don (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)    
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Image 17 Hockey on the Don  (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)    

Image 18 Looking west from the Forks  (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)    
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Image 19 Don River and Don Mills Rd (Background) (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  
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Image 20 Don Mills Road, 1920 (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  

Image 21 Don Mills Road near the Forks, 1930 (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  
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Image 23 Eglington Ave East through the Don Valley, 1955 (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  

 

Image 22 Sauriol hiking near Don Mills Road (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  
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Image 24 Rail bridge over the Don (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  

 

Image 25 Rail Bridge over the Don (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  
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Image 26 Rail bridge over the Don (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  
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Image 27 Rare photo of train along the Don before Viaduct opened, 1917  (Sauriol Fonds, 

Toronto Archives)  

 

Image 28 Tracks leading too Eglington Ave East bridge (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  
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Image 29 Sauriol’s cottage as it stood in 1910 (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  

 

Image 30 Scene at the Don (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  
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Image 31 Sauriol’s cottage looking southwest (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  

 

Image 32 Sauriol at his cottage, 1935 (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  
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Image 33 Footbridge over the Don to Sauriol’s cottage (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  

 

Image 34 Footbridge over the Don to Sauriol’s cottage (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  
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Image 35 Footbridge over the Don (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  
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Image 36 Sauriol’s cable bridge oveer the Don (Sauriol 1984)  

 

Image 37 Hurrican Hazel dammage along the Don, 1954  (Sauriol Fonds, Toronto Archives)  
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Appendix B: Maps

Map 1 General Study Area 
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Map 2 Study Area 
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Map 3 Property Ownership within Study Area 
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Map 4 Glacial Lake Iroquois Shoreline and Physiography 
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Map 5 1787-1805 Plan of the Toronto Purchase by William Chewett 
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Map 6 1851 Browne Map 
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Map 7 1860 Tremaine Map of Ontario County 
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Map 8 1878 Miles and Co. Atlas of York County 
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Map 9 1890 Goad’s Insurance Map of Toronto 
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Map 10 1903 Goad’s Insurance Map of Toronto 
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Map 11  1908 Ontario Free Directory and Map of York Township  
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  Map 12 1909 Topographic Map  
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 Map 13 1915 Topographic Map  
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Map 14 1918 Topographic Map  
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Map 15 1921 Topographic Map  
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Map 16 1932 Topographic Map  
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Map 17 1949 Topographic Map  
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Map 18 Paper Mills on the Don (Sauriol 1992) 
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Map 19 Canadian Northern Ontario Railway Company sale of land to C. Sauriol, 1939  
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Map 20 Identified Built Features  
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 Map 21 Modern Topographic Map  
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Map 22 TRCA Predictive Model for East Don Trail Study Area  
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Map 23 City of Toronto Predictive Model for East Don Trail Study Area  
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Map 24 Recommendations Map  
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Map 25 Locations Requiring Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment – North of Eglinton 
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Map 26 Locations Requiring Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment- South of Eglinton 



 
Sep 5, 2013 
 
Janice Teichroeb (P338) 
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority - Downsview 
5 Shoreham Downsview ON M3N 1S4
 

 
Dear Ms. Teichroeb:
 
The above-mentioned report, which has been submitted to this ministry as a condition of licensing in
accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, c 0.18 has been entered into the Ontario
Public Register of Archaeological Reports without technical review.1
 
Please note that the ministry makes no representation or warranty as to the completeness, accuracy or
quality of reports in the register.
 
Should  you  require  further  information,  please  do  not  hesitate  to  send  your  inquiry  to  
ArchaeologyReports@Ontario.ca.
 

 1In no way will the ministry be liable for any harm, damages, costs, expenses, losses, claims or actions that may result: (a) if the Report(s) or its
recommendations are discovered to be inaccurate, incomplete, misleading or fraudulent; or (b) from the issuance of this letter. Further measures
may need to be taken in the event that additional artifacts or archaeological sites are identified or the Report(s) is otherwise found to be inaccurate,
incomplete, misleading or fraudulent.

Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport

Culture Programs Unit
Programs and Services Branch
Culture Division
401 Bay Street, Suite 1700
Toronto ON M7A 0A7
ArchaeologyReports@ontario.ca

Ministre du Tourisme, de la Culture et du Sport

Unit des programmes culturels
Direction des programmes et des services
Division de culture
401, rue Bay, bureau 1700
Toronto ON M7A 0A7
ArchaeologyReports@ontario.ca

RE: RE: Entry into the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports:
Archaeological Assessment Report Entitled, "Archaeological Assessment (Stage 1)
in the City of Toronto, East Don Trail Project, Lots 1 and 2 Concession III East of
Yonge, Lots 1, 2, and 3 Concession IV East of Yonge, Lots 2 through 10
Concession III Fronting the Bay, Historic Township of York, York County (DRW-13-
001)", Dated Sep 5, 2013, Filed with MTCS Toronto Office on N/A, MTCS Project
Information Form Number P338-059-2013, MTCS File Number 0000187

cc. Archaeology Licensing Officer
Violetta Tkaczuk,Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
Daniel Egan,City of Toronto, Cycling Infrastructure &Programs
Margie Kenedy,Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
Susan Hughes,City of Toronto, Heritage Preservation Services

Page 1 of 1

mailto:ArchaeologyReports@Ontario.ca
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Toronto and Region Conservation Authority   

 C2. Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment Clearance 

 



From: pastport
To: ajolly@trca.on.ca
Cc: mkenedy@trca.on.ca; mzintchenko@trca.on.ca
Subject: ENTERED INTO REGISTER: Archaeological Report for P303-0335-2014  / *
Date: 11/06/2015 04:37 PM
Attachments: ENTERED INTO REGISTER: Archaeological Report for P303-0335-2014.pdf

Dear Alistair Jolly,

The ministry has reviewed the Revised report for PIF P303-0335-2014 submitted by
 you as a condition of your licence.

This report has been deemed compliant with ministry requirements for archaeological
 fieldwork and reporting. It has been entered into the Ontario Public Register of
 Archaeological Reports. Please refer to the attached letter to see the result of this
 review.

Note: the ministry makes no representation or warrant as to the completeness,
 accuracy or quality of reports in the register.

Development proponents and approval authorities: the Ontario Ministry of
 Tourism, Culture and Sport has copied you on this email as you have been identified
 by the consultant archaeologist as either the proponent or approval authority for this
 project.

Please do not  reply to this e-mail. The message will be undeliverable and we are
 unable to respond from this address.

If you have any questions about this report email us at: Archaeology@ontario.ca

mailto:pastport@ontario.ca
mailto:ajolly@trca.on.ca
mailto:mkenedy@trca.on.ca
mailto:mzintchenko@trca.on.ca
mailto:Archaeology@ontario.ca



 
 
Nov 6, 2015 
 
Alistair Jolly (P303) 
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority 
5 Shoreham Downsview ON M3N 1S4
 


 
 
 
Dear Mr. Jolly:
 
 
This office has reviewed the above-mentioned report, which has been submitted to this ministry as a
condition of licensing in accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, c 0.18.1 This
review  has  been  carried  out  in  order  to  determine  whether  the  licensed  professional  consultant
archaeologist has met the terms and conditions of their licence, that the licensee assessed the property
and documented archaeological resources using a process that accords with the 2011 Standards and
Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists set by the ministry, and that the archaeological fieldwork and
report recommendations are consistent with the conservation, protection and preservation of the cultural
heritage of Ontario.
 
 
The report documents the assessment of the study area as depicted in Maps 1, 10, and 11 of the above
titled report and recommends the following:
 
 
It is therefore recommended that no further archaeological assessment of the property be required. 
 
However, if  there is any deviation from the agreed upon project area, additional assessment may be
necessary. Furthermore, if any deeply buried deposits or human remains are encountered, all activities will
cease and the TRCA Archaeology Resource Management Services as well as the proper authorities will be
contacted immediately.  
 
 
Based on the information contained in the report, the ministry is satisfied that the fieldwork and reporting for
the archaeological  assessment are consistent with the ministry's 2011 Standards and Guidelines for
Consultant Archaeologists and the terms and conditions for archaeological licences. This report has been
entered into the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports. Please note that the ministry makes no
representation or warranty as to the completeness, accuracy or quality of reports in the register.
 


Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport


Archaeology Programs Unit
Programs and Services Branch
Culture Division
401 Bay Street, Suite 1700
Toronto ON M7A 0A7
Tel.: (416) 314-7152
Email: crystal.forrest@ontario.ca


Ministère du Tourisme, de la Culture et du Sport


Unité des programmes d'archéologie
Direction des programmes et des services
Division de culture
401, rue Bay, bureau 1700
Toronto ON M7A 0A7
Tél. : (416) 314-7152
Email: crystal.forrest@ontario.ca


RE: Review and Entry into the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports:
Archaeological Assessment Report Entitled, "Archaeological Assessment (Stage 2)
in the City of Toronto: East Don Trail – Lots 2 through 6 and Lot 7, Concession III
From the Bay, Historic York Township, York County (DRW-14-010)", Dated Oct 2,
2015, Filed with MTCS Toronto Office on Oct 8, 2015, MTCS Project Information
Form Number P303-0335-2014, MTCS File Number 0000187
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Should you require any further information regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me.
 
 
Sincerely,
 
Crystal Forrest 
Archaeology Review Officer
 
 


 
 
1In no way will the ministry be liable for any harm, damages, costs, expenses, losses, claims or actions that may result: (a) if the Report(s) or its
recommendations are discovered to be inaccurate, incomplete, misleading or fraudulent; or (b) from the issuance of this letter. Further measures
may need to be taken in the event that additional artifacts or archaeological sites are identified or the Report(s) is otherwise found to be inaccurate,
incomplete, misleading or fraudulent.


cc. Archaeology Licensing Officer
Maria Zintchenko,Toront and Region Conservation Authority
Margie Kenedy,Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
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Nov 6, 2015 
 
Alistair Jolly (P303) 
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority 
5 Shoreham Downsview ON M3N 1S4
 

 
 
 
Dear Mr. Jolly:
 
 
This office has reviewed the above-mentioned report, which has been submitted to this ministry as a
condition of licensing in accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, c 0.18.1 This
review  has  been  carried  out  in  order  to  determine  whether  the  licensed  professional  consultant
archaeologist has met the terms and conditions of their licence, that the licensee assessed the property
and documented archaeological resources using a process that accords with the 2011 Standards and
Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists set by the ministry, and that the archaeological fieldwork and
report recommendations are consistent with the conservation, protection and preservation of the cultural
heritage of Ontario.
 
 
The report documents the assessment of the study area as depicted in Maps 1, 10, and 11 of the above
titled report and recommends the following:
 
 
It is therefore recommended that no further archaeological assessment of the property be required. 
 
However, if  there is any deviation from the agreed upon project area, additional assessment may be
necessary. Furthermore, if any deeply buried deposits or human remains are encountered, all activities will
cease and the TRCA Archaeology Resource Management Services as well as the proper authorities will be
contacted immediately.  
 
 
Based on the information contained in the report, the ministry is satisfied that the fieldwork and reporting for
the archaeological  assessment are consistent with the ministry's 2011 Standards and Guidelines for
Consultant Archaeologists and the terms and conditions for archaeological licences. This report has been
entered into the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports. Please note that the ministry makes no
representation or warranty as to the completeness, accuracy or quality of reports in the register.
 

Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport

Archaeology Programs Unit
Programs and Services Branch
Culture Division
401 Bay Street, Suite 1700
Toronto ON M7A 0A7
Tel.: (416) 314-7152
Email: crystal.forrest@ontario.ca

Ministère du Tourisme, de la Culture et du Sport

Unité des programmes d'archéologie
Direction des programmes et des services
Division de culture
401, rue Bay, bureau 1700
Toronto ON M7A 0A7
Tél. : (416) 314-7152
Email: crystal.forrest@ontario.ca

RE: Review and Entry into the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports:
Archaeological Assessment Report Entitled, "Archaeological Assessment (Stage 2)
in the City of Toronto: East Don Trail – Lots 2 through 6 and Lot 7, Concession III
From the Bay, Historic York Township, York County (DRW-14-010)", Dated Oct 2,
2015, Filed with MTCS Toronto Office on Oct 8, 2015, MTCS Project Information
Form Number P303-0335-2014, MTCS File Number 0000187
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Should you require any further information regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me.
 
 
Sincerely,
 
Crystal Forrest 
Archaeology Review Officer
 
 

 
 
1In no way will the ministry be liable for any harm, damages, costs, expenses, losses, claims or actions that may result: (a) if the Report(s) or its
recommendations are discovered to be inaccurate, incomplete, misleading or fraudulent; or (b) from the issuance of this letter. Further measures
may need to be taken in the event that additional artifacts or archaeological sites are identified or the Report(s) is otherwise found to be inaccurate,
incomplete, misleading or fraudulent.

cc. Archaeology Licensing Officer
Maria Zintchenko,Toront and Region Conservation Authority
Margie Kenedy,Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
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